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SBA
$6000
in debt
Poor bookkeeping led to bounced checks costing
hundreds; College to conduct internal audit
By NANCY KILLIEN
The Student Bar Association is $6,000
indebt, and the College's Office oflnternal Audit is currently reviewing its finances, according to Associate Dean
Connie Galloway and SBA President
Richard Brooks (3L).
Galloway said she decided to have the
accounts audited after Brooks told her
that the student government owed the
large debt, that the records for 1990-91
were incomplete, and that SBA paid
hundreds of dollars in bounced check fees
last year.
Galloway said she contacted 1990-91
treasurer David Tucker to help straighten
out the accounts. According to Galloway,
Tucker said "there was more money going
out than coming in." Tucker recently
confirmed this statement for the Amicus

Curiae , saying, "I thought the matter was
closed."
Galloway, dissatisfied with Tucker' s
explanation, requested the audit this
summer. "I expect [the results] in the next
several weeks," said Galloway. She said
the audit has been delayed because auditors have yet to receive copies of bank
statements from the bank where the SBA
has its accounts. The statements were
missing from records turned over to the
administration.
Brooks announced the audit to 199192 SBA representatives and officers in a
meeting on Wednesday,August28. "Two
or three days after exams [in May], I
received a bill for $6,000 from CW [CoS ee FISC AL FIASCO, page 20

Amicus top law school newspaper

On a blustery day in August, Professor James Moliterno
(right) and Presi_den.t Paul Verkuil (center) accepted the
Gambrell award on.behalf the Legal Skills program from
Zona .f:Iostetler,chair of the AB A SpeCial Committee on Pr ofessionalism. See story on page 10.
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Faculty abolishes
enrichment requiremen,t

By JOHN EDWARDS
The Amicus Curiae, an independent student newspaper launched last semester at
Marshall-Wythe, was named best law school newspaper in the nation at the American
Bar Association' sLaw Student Division conference in Atlanta last month. The Amicus
By KEVIN KRONER
At a meeting held last Thursday aftertook frrst place for best newspaper in the Class A division, which includes all law
noon, the law school faculty voted to
schools with fewer than 750 students.
Runners-up in the Class A competition were the Stanford Law Journal, which took abolish the enrichment requirement for
second place, and the Cornell Dicta, which finished third. The Hastings Law News graduation. Students were notified of the
decision late Thursday through an antook first place among schools with more than 750 students.
The Amicus also won second place in the "Feature Article on Internal Law School nouncement posted on the administrative
Affairs" category with its story on a Harvard Law School professor who broke his board in the main hallway.
Several faculty members said the vote
commitment to write an article for the William and Mary Law Review last semester.
Law school Dean Timothy Sullivan presented the awards to Amicus editor Jenny . resulted from a combination oflong-standClick (3L), co-founders Rich Brooks (3L) and George Leedom ('91), and other ing concerns and recent developments
which have made it difficult to provide
members of the staff at a social hosted by the Amicus last Friday on the patio.
In presenting the award, Sullivan said that at a time when many cities are unable to sufficient class offerings to accommodate
support two newspapers, he was proud that Marshall-Wythe has two student newspa- the number of students seeking classes to
fulfill.the requirement. An estimated 130
See YIPPEE, page 6 third-year students would have been required to fulfill the requirement before
May.
Professor Ron Rosenberg, a member
of this year's faculty curriculum committee, and Associate Dean Connie Galloway
both said thatthe recentdeath of Professor
Walter Williams and the impending maternity leave of Professor Linda Butler
raised serious concerns about the schpol' s

Dean Timothy Sullivan presents th e fi rst place ~,yard to Amicus staff members.

W&M News

ability to provide enough classes to accommodate the number of third-year students who still needed to fulfill the requirement. The wisdom of the requirement has been seriously questioned by
some faculty members in recent years,
and these events created an opportunity
for opponents of the requirement to vote it
down.
Both Galloway and Rosenberg said the
decision was made, at least in part, in
recognition of the fact that some 3Ls
would be unable to satisfy the requirement by graduation. With no faculty
member prepared to fill the voids created
by the death of Williams and Butler's
scheduled leave of absence next spring,
the deci sion was made to abolish the requirement.
Several sources said the reasons behind the decision go beyond the present
scheduling problems. According to Dean

See IMPOVERISHED, page 20
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Frotn the Editors' -desks

Out of our heads
As the first week of school drew to a close, Dean of Students
Connie Galloway reported that there have been two incidents of
theft involving the frrst year class. Such crimes violate not only
our Honor Code- which is taken very seriously at MarshallWythe- but also the spirit and character of the school.
Legal education is tough enough, without it taking place in
an atmosphere of suspicion and fear. We've all read about how
competitive law school is, but those of us who've been here a
while lcnow that it need not be that way. As students we've
chosen to build a community of trust within the law school.
For many of us , the law school building is like a second
home. Hanging files, lockers and even the lobby are places where
our personal possessions can be left without fear of theft The real
competition here is the one students have with themselves,
pushing to meet the intellectual challenges of the study of law.
The Honor COde is something more than an empty tradition
at Marshall-Wythe. It grew out of the student practice of ostra- _
cizing those who committed transgressions against the community. Violations are taken seriously, and can result in a number
of disciplinary actions, including dismissal.
The person or persons who committed these thefts is flirting
with the very real possibility that he or she will need to find a new
profession before frrst semester exams come around. At the very
least, three years can be a very long time in a small school where
people refuse to associate with thieves.

Feeling - claustrophobic?
You'renotalone. Students forced
to park in the nether regions of
the neighborhood have reported
symptoms of a new disease
sweeping Marshall- Wythe,
dubbed "Parking Phobia."
Among the symptoms frequently mentioned are the feeling of having been ripped-off for
a $50.00 parking permit (especially common among first
years), and a well-grounded fear
of leaving the school for lunch
and never being seen again.
Earlier this summer, the
Administration suggested with a straight face, no less that law students park on the
main campus and utilize the everpopular William and Mary bus
service to get to classes at
Marshall-Wythe. When this
suggestion was made, it was
accompanied by promises that a
bus schedule would be placed in
each student's hanging file by
the frrst day of classes. As yet,

the schedules have hot materialized in the hanging flies.
Registrar Liz Jackson explained that the schedules have
not been provided because, despite her request that the law
school receive 600 copies, the
Motor Pool, in its infinite wisdom, chose to deliver only 250
copies to Marshall-Wythe. Of
course, anyone who would actual! y consider taking the bus from
the main campus as a viable alternative to parking convenient
to the law school will still be
required to shell out $50.00 for
the privilege.
Can these people really be
serious? It's obvious that the
folks on the main campus who
approved this ludicrous construction plan haven't walked around
with an armload of lawbooks
lately, let alone tried to juggle
attending classes, looking for a
job in a depressed market, and
the normal exigencies of life.
The "option" of parking on

• • •

the main campus is apsurd. It's
merely another way for the College - which seems to have a
great deal of difficulty in rem embering the 600 tuition-paying
students here when it comes to
things like distributing campus
directories or the yearbooks financed by our student activities
fee-toextractalittlemorecash.
At the very least, law students
who paid $50.00 for a permit to
park in a lot with only 150 spaces
should receive a refund of the fee
that is in direct proportion to the
ratio of parking spaces to students at the law school. At best,
permits should be issued for no
more than what it costs the College to print them, so that on
those rare occasions when a parking space is available, or when
we have to venture to the main
campus to pick up loan checks or
visit the health center, we can do
so without fear of finding a
$15.00 parking ticket on our
windshields.

Letters-------

THE AMICUS CURIAE
"Dedicated to the complete and objective reporting
of student news and opinion"
Editor: Jennifer Click
Managing Editor: Peter Liaskos
Production Editor: Keith Finch
Assistant Editors: Morgan Smith, Brian Golden
Political Editor: Nancy Killicn
Music Editor: Kevin Wal sh
Photo Editor: Greg Brummett
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Greg Brummett
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This issue composed and typeset on
an Apple Macintosh /lsi by Keith Finch

Letters to the Editor are not intended to reflect the opinions of
the newspaper or its staff. A ll letters to the Editor should be
subm itted by 5:00 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication.
Writers must submit their letters as computer files; IBM
WordPerfect files , Apple ] [ fi les, and virtually any sort of Apple
Macintosh file are acceptable. Please include a double-spaced
hard copy with your disk. We cannot print a letter without confirma!ion of the author's
name. We may, however, withhold the name on request.
Letters over 500 words in length may be subject to copy
editing for the sake of space and clarity.

Dear Class of 1992:
Thank you for responding to
the graduation speaker survey
on such short notice. Out of 175
class members, 87 responded to
the survey. The following are
the top five persons to whom the
Dean will extend an invitation to
speak: Justice Scalia, Chief
Justice Rehnquist, George Will,
Justice Kennedy, and Robert
Bork. William Buckley, Barbara Bush, Mayor Dixon, Elizabeth Dole, Jean Kirkpatrick,
Ronald Reagan, Rod Smolla, and
Laurence Tribe each received a
good nwnber of votes:
The Graduation Committee
will be meeting in the very near
future to get ideas and make
plans. Please watch for meeting
announcements. All are welcome!
Jessica Lynch (3L)
Graduation Committe
Chairperson

To the founders , editors , staff
and general brain trust of the
Amicus Curiae:
As occasional contributors to
the 1989-90 Advocate, and devoted foes of anal retentive law
students , we were delighted to
pick up issues of the Amicus
Curiae on a recent visit -to
Marshall-Wythe.
Unfortunately, the 1989 -90
Advocate became mired ina fa tuous controversy over the lack of
"serious" articles being published. Evidently several law
students (who were quick to
editorialize and slow to contribute columns) believed that the
Advocate' s raison d' etre was to
provide Dow Jones reports and
to print tempestuous, scholarly

debates over emerging trends in
the doctrine of res judicata. In
effect, these bookworms envisioned the law school newspaper
as a synthesis of the Wall Street
Journal and a bi-weekly law
review. Although the majority
of the Advocate staff felt that the
bookworms should have been
horsewhipped, there were efforts
to compromise with this point of
view which resulted in the emasculation of all the Advocate stood
for.
We are glad to see that the
original spirit of the Advocate
lives on, even if it is living within
a new body. We love the trading
cards, the scathing letters to the
editor and the law school news
articles, but most of all, we are
overjoyed to see the rebirth of
objective, balls-out journalism.
In the most triwnphant words
of Bill and Ted, "Party on dudes,
and be excellent to each other."
Anne Wesley (Class of 1990)
John Fendig (Class of 1990)

To the Editor:
The Moot Court Program at
Marshall-Wythe is one of the
school ' s best opportunities for
students to develop and refine
both oral advocacy and brief
writing skills. Moot Court competition requires each participating individual or team to research
and write an appellate brief and
defe nd it before a panel of judges
in an oral argument. Each year,
approximately ten teams of three
to five stude nts re pre se nt
Marshall-Wythe in regional and
national moot court tournaments
in cities such as New York, Chicago, and Atlanta.
Marshall-Wythe fields some

of the finest moot court teams in
the nation. Our teams are extremely competitive on the regional and national level. For
example, in both 1989 and 199 I,
the Marshall-Wythe National
Moot Court Team captured the
First Place, Best Brief, and Best
Oral Advocate awards in the
Annual National Moot Court
Competition sp<>nsored by the
Association of the Bar of the
City of New York,' the profession's oldest and most prestigious moot court competition .
Also in 1991 , the ABA Team
tied for First Place in the Regional Competition and competed during the late summer in
the National ABA Tournament
Students may compete in the
fall of their second year for a
third-year position on one of the
Moot Court teams. This intraschool competition is lcnown
as the Bushrod T. Washington
Moot Court Tournament
(Bushrod) . Bushrod is an intensive three-week event similar to
the moot court tournaments in
which our Moot Court Teams
compete. Participants research
an assigned problem and prepare
oral arguments. The participants
then defend those arguments
before a par1el of three judges
comprised of faculty, Moot Court
Alumni, Virginia Appellate
Judges and Supreme Court Justices, or third-year Moot Court
Bhr members. The major difference between the Bushrod Tournament and the tournaments team
members attend during third year
is that for Bushrod-, participants
are not required to prepare an

See BUSHROD, page 9
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College revises,seXual•· rrtiScondiu~t rules
New procedure notifies accuser of disposition, permits accuser to file an appeal
By JOHN FERNANDO
William and Mary's policies and regulations have been changed this year in
response to the highly publicized issue of
date rape. Last year, a sexual assault case
that occurred on the undergraduate campus raised concerns among many mem- ·
bers of the college community regarding
the school's role in such cases.
During the summer, Vice President for
Student Affairs Sam Sadler worked with
a task force on sexual assault procedures
to develop a clearer defmition of the school
policies in dealing with such situations.
The previous rules dealing with personal conduct did not attempt to define
sexual assault, nor were any separate
procedures provided for dealing with such
incidents.
It was Sadler's desire in working with
the task force to clearly inform the community as to what is meant by use of the
term "sexual misconduct" in the College
handbook, as well as to appropriately state
the procedures through which such misconduct would be dealt with.
The new rules specifically define acts
that constitute sexual misconduct, as well
as setting forth special procedures for
handling accusations of sexual assault.
The proceedings in cases involving
sexual assault may now be addressed by
either a judicial panel or through an
administrative hearing. The judicial panel
is composed of three undergraduates, a
faculty member, and a student affairs
administrator.
Should an administrative proceeding
be chosen, the hearing will be conducted
by two members of the administrative
staff, one male and one female_ Significant to these proceedings is the right of

both the accuser and the accused to keep
their unrelated sexual history from being
raised in the hearing.
One aspect of the new rules reflects
concerns that the Arts & Sciences Affirmative Action Committee voiced last
spring over the right of victims to be
informed of the outcome of the case. The
past rules did not provide for a notification to the victim of the disposition of the
case.
At least one student women's issues
group was outraged when it discovered
that, undertheoldrules,a victim of sexual
assault would not learn of the outcome of
her case unless she encountered the accused on campus or in a classroom in the
future. The present regulations require
that the accuser be notified in writing of
the disposition.
Another section of the new code provides that upon notification of an adverse
decision, the accuser may now file an
appeal.
Previously the right to appeal was reserved only to those accused. The accuser
may appeal only if the case involves a
"crime of violence" as defined by federal
law. In the U.S . Code, the term generally
means an offense (a) involving the attempted or threatened use of physical
force against a person or their property, or
(b) a felony involving a substantial risk
that physical force may be used. See 18
U.S.C. § 16 (1988).
Under the new rules, a complainant
may appeal on · the grounds of (1) new ·
evidence, (2) discrimination in the hearing, (3) serious procedural irregularity, or
(4) inappropriate penalty.
In response to the outcry by students
last year regarding the leniency of some

punishments imposed, the new rules provide for mandatory dismissal for certain
offenses such as rape. This and several

other of the changes were the result of
direct requests and recommendations
made to Sadler's office last spring.

Parking Havoc
Shortage of student parking will persist
throughout the entire academic year
By GREG BRUMMETT
An unfortunate byproduct of the construction of the "law dorms," the student
parking situation at Marshall-Wythe will
remain essentially the same through at
least the end of fall semester. Most students will continue to be forced to-park
outside the law school parking lots, and
much of the available student parking will
be located far from the school itself
According to Associate Dean Connie
Galloway, financial considerations preelude the construction of a sidewalk on
the east side of South Henry Street, where
many students are forced to walk as they
approach the school from the "overflow"
lot, but a request has been made for the
City of Williamsburg to provide a pair of
clearly marked crosswalks.
The crosswalks, one at the entrance of
the student lot and another near the front
oftheschool,shouldincreasethesafetyof
students, especially as the days grow
shorter and winter sets in_
The remote location of the student lot
has also raised· coucems about lighting.
Although the origi'nal construction plan .
called for the use of traditional streetlights,
and mounting positions have been prepared, the lights themselves were not
installed as planned. For the time being,

lighting is being provided by temporary
lights mounted on posts. Galloway said
that these temporary fixtures will eventually be replaced, but the exact timing of
the installation of permanent lighting is
uncertain_
According to Galloway, as the major
structural work is completed on thegraduate housing, the size of the material staging area ca.n be reduced. As this occurs,
some additional parking spaces should
become available in the area between the
present student lot and the school. Atthough the additional spaces are expected
to be available sometime in December,
their availability will be dependent on the '
needs and progress of the construction ·
project.
If everything goes according to schedule, the graduate housing may be complete in time for graduation. However,
with the exception of some minor improvements, the present parking situation
will remain unchanged throughout the
academiG year.
·
For students who must drive, Galloway
suggests caqjooling or utilizing the other
commuter parl_cing facilities .
The shuttle bus from the William and
Mary Hall parking lot runs every half
hour.

Law school mourns passing of Professor Walt Williams
Returning student and faculty goals. He was really concerned
were saddened to learn of the that I get the most out of the
death August I Oth of Professor program, and he took the time to
find out about me as an individWaller L. Williams, Jr.
Professor Williams, in addi- ual."
"I really didn' texpect that kind
tion to teaching classes in admiralty, Comparative Law and In- of a response from a busy faculty
ternational Law, was an admin- member who had never seen me
istrator of Marshall-Wythe's before," said Nugent," but since
summer program in Madrid, then I've learned that this reSpain, and president of the sponse was typical of Professor
school's chapter of Order of the Williams.
"He really cared about the stuCoif.
Professor Williams, 54, came dents here, and that concern was
to Marshall-Wythe after a distin- obvious to anyone who got to
guished career in the public sec- know him," Nugent said.
Professor Williams, a native
tor. Just prior to assuming his
duties here, he had served a mili- of Kentucky, received his A.B.,
.tary legal advisor to NATO in M.A. and L.L.B. degrees from
the University of Southern CaliBelgium.
Williams was a popular in - fornia. He received Lb.M. and
structor here. Phil Nugent (2L), J.S.D. degrees from Yale Unirecalled asking Williams about versity.
This spring, Professor Wilthe school's summer program in
liams
received awards from the
the lobby one day during his first
State Bar Association's
Virginia
year here:
International
Practice Section as
"I expected a bri~f answer,
the International
well
as
from
and maybe a copy of the program
brochure," recalled Nugent, "but Society for Military Law and the
instead, Professor Williams and Law of War.
At commencement last May,
I had a long discussion about the
program and my interests and he received the John Marshall

Professor Williams received the John Marshall Award for contributions to the law school in May.
Award for his contributions to
the law school community.
Professor Williams is survived
by his wife, Carol, and two sons,

Lance and Laird Williams, all of
Williamsburg.
The family has requested that
expressions of sympathy take the

form of donations to either the
American Cancer Society or the ·
Williamsburg Community
Chapel.
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Retired Justice Lewis Powell to visit Marshall- Wythe
By AMI KIM
During the week of September 8, retired U.S. Supreme CourtJ ustice Lewis F.
Powell,Jr. will visittheLawSchoolasthe
1991-92 Carter 0 . Lowance Fellow.
Powell will meet with small groups of
students and faculty to discuss the SupremeCourt, constitutional law, and public
service. Organizers of the Fellowship
hope that the opportunity to speak with
Justice Powell will inspire students to
consider careers in public service.
The Lowance Public Service Fellowship in the Institute of Bill of Rights Law
was established in 1989 by friends of
Carter Lowance in recognition of his years
of service in Virginia government. According to Dean Timothy Sullivan, Lowance, a journalist by training, served as the
principal assistant to six Virginia governors. Although he was a self-effacing and
modest man, Lowance exerted a significant level of influence in government
affairs and was nicknamed the "little
governor. "
Lowance had strong tics to both the
Williamsburg community and the Collegeof William and Mary. He lived in the
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area for several years and also served as
Executive Vice President of the College.
In his will, Lowancedevised money to the
College to establish scholarships for students with a demonstrated interest in public
service.
When Lowance passed away, legislators and others who knew him met with
Sullivan to Cliscuss ways to recognize
Lowance's contributions. As a result, a
committee was formed which raised over
$100,000.00 for an endowment to create
the Lowance Fellowship.
The committee defined two goals to be
met through the Fellowship: providing
law students with the opportunity to meet
distinguished public figures, and motivating students to pursue careers in public
service. The Lowance Fellow delivers
lectures, meets informally with students,
and participates generally in activities.at
the law schQol.
Criteria for selection of the Lowance
Fellow include a distinguished career in
public service and a commitment to excellence and the public good. The Fellowship is not limited to attorneys or
individuals involved in government.

s New YorK
~dge .
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Justice Powell was selected as this
year's Lowance Fellow because of his
background and his commitment to public service. In addition to serving on the
United States Supreme Court, Powell
served as the president of the American
Bar Association, as chairman of the
Richmond School Board during the civil
rights era.
According to Dean Sullivan, the
Committee feels Powell embodies many
of the qualities admired in Carter Lowance. The committee's enthusiasm appears to be justified-Powell donated the
honorarium he received as this year's
Fellow back to the law school.
Powell will participate in meetings and
discussions with students and faculty
between Sunday, September 8 and
Wednesday, September 11. All first year
students will get a chance to see Justice
Powell on September 10, at a special
combined session of their Constitutional
Law classes.
In addition, students in Professor
Wermiel's Supreme Court Seminar will
have breakfast with the Justice on September 11. Another 42 students will be

~\gnts
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Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr.
selected to participate in small group
seminars and meetings with Powell
through a lottery system designed by
Professor Smolla.
According to Dean Sullivan and Professor Smolla, plans are already being
made for the visit of next year's Lowance
Fellow. While I'd love to share some
interesting facts about the recipient of
next year' s Fellowship, reliable sources
have informed me that if I do, my name
will be mud.
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Marshall-Wythe -p repares
for Rights celebration
Most ofFederal Judiciary expected to attend
By BRIAN GOLDEN outstanding authority on the Constitution
Leading figures in the American judi- of the United States." This year's lecture
ciary, government, press, and academia will be delivered by Professor Martha
_ are poised to descend upon Marshall- Minow of Harvard Law School.
Wythe for~ an historic gathering in Octo. In what promises to be an excitirig
ber. A four day conference, co-sponsored experience for many students, Professor
by the United States Judicial Conference Rodney Smolla, Director of the Institute
and Marshall-Wythe's Bill of Rights In- of Bill of Rights Law, and Student Bar
stitute, will not only celebrate the bicen- Association President Richard Brooks are
tennial of the Bill of Rights, but will also coordinating an "adopt-a-judge"program.
be the largest gathering of federal judges Students will be assigned to greet a judge
in American history.
at the airport and will then be responsible
The conference, scheduled for Octo- for familiarizing him or her with Wilber 20-23, will feature Chief Justice Wil- liamsburg and the locations of conference
liam Rehnquist, former Chief Justice events.
Warren Burger, former Associate Justice
Regrettably, according to Smolla, stuof the Supreme Court Lewis Powell, and dents will not be allowed to attend any of
a host of justices from U.S. appellate and · the other conference sessions. "There
district courts. The number of judges simply isn't enough room for students,
accepting invitations to auend is over given the number of judges attending," he
400.
explained.
Among those participating in panel
Most speeches and panel discussions
discussions, in addition to members of the will take place at the Colonial Wilfederal bench, will be William Webster, liamsburg theater, the largest auditorium
outgoing Director of the Central Intelli- available other than William and Mary
gence Agency, William Sessions, Direc- Hall, which is considered too large. For
tor of the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation, those interested in viewing at home, all
New York Times columnist Anthony subs~tive events will be broadcast on
Lewis, and distinguished professors from th~ C-Span cable television network.
law schools throughout America.
While the bicentennial conference is
Marshall-Wythe students will have the the Bill of Rights Institute's most ambiopportunity to meet conference guests at tious undertaking to date, other fall sea reception in the lobby of the law school mester activities of the Institute will inon Monday, October 21. The Cutler clude panel discussions with prominent
Lecture will also take place during the journalists at the "Supreme Court Preconference and will be open to students. view", a four-day visit by this year's
This event, hosted every year by the Col- Lowance Fellow, Justice Lewis Powell,
lege of William and Mary, features "an and a drug-testing symposium.

PET Wt1RLD
WHERE THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTION FOR QUAJJ1Y
SERVING THE PENINSULA SINCE 1978

Specialists In:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MARINE & TROPICAL FISH
REEF SYSTEMS
DOG & CAT SUPPLIES
UNUSUAL REPTILES
SMALL ANIMALS
EXOTIC BIRDS
DOG GROOMING

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE &
ATTENTION GIVE.N TO ALL
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

200-B Monticello Avenue
Monticello Shopping Center

253-2434
Welcome back, M-W students!
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Grooming

•
ALL BREED DOG GROOMING
•

• CUPPn~3 • BATHING • STYLING • OIPPlNG

AVAILABLE AT ALL LOCATIONS
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

New Legal Skills curriculum
Mediation exercise axed; Client E required
By WILL DeVAN
Returning 2L's will find significant
changes in the Legal Skills Program this
year which has eliminated the mediation exercise conducted with Client D,
mandated ClientE participation, revised
reading requirements, and modified the
ethical rules. Program Director, Jim
Moliterno said the changes were partly
a result of facu.Ity and students comments elicited at the end of last year's
program and were designed to enhance
both fairness wiU1in the program and its
overall educational value.
All students must now participate in
the Client E exercise. According to
Moliterno, rather than being a radical
curriculum change, mandatory participation in the Client E exercise has been
anticipated by the staff since the program's inception.
The change was prompted by several
factors, including complaints of the previous 2L class that students writing appellate opinions rarely did as much work
as those who participated in the Client
E. Additionally, Moliterno said students who participated in ClientE have
indicated that it was the most useful and
interesting activity of the program.
Unlike past years, students will have
some choice in selecting their client E
simulation. Moliterno said that one
major goal behind giving students
greater choice in selecting their role in
the ClientE scenario is to provide a nonfirm experience for students who wish
to be exposed to a public sector simulation.
The staff also announced that all firms
will be now be governed by the ABA
Model Rules of Professional Conduct.
The switch from dividing firm governance between the Model Rules and the
Model Code was prompted by the staff's
recognition that the Model Rules have
now clearly become the dominant model
for state ethics codes.
Another significant change in the
program is the reduction and revision of
reading materials. Many students believed that the previous reading materials were excessive and frequently ir-

relevant to class discussions. To remedy these perceived defects, the program has dramatically shortened the
required reading assignments and has
revised the syllabus to indicate whether
the assigned readings relate to class
discussion or written projects due
sometime in the future.
The Program has shortened, and now
supplies, the persuasive writing materials which previous students had to
purchase from Kinko 's. - This year's
ethics readings will be derived from a
draft of a text currently being authored
by Professors Levy and Moliterno.
Finally, the first year introductory
week commonly known as Law Camp
has been revamped. A new English
Diagnostic test designed by Paula Sinozich (3L) was utilized with great
success, and the reams of handouts
familiar to all second and third year
students were replaced by a new text
authored by Professors Lederer and Molitemo containing the same problems
used in prior years, as well as some
additional materials. Professors ~~Iolit
emo and Lederer said that neither of
them will receive royalties on copies of
the book sold to William and Mary
lL's.
Becaus~ of technical problems with 1
the school's grading system, the program was unable to institute a "low
pass" grade. Although many 2L's will
breathe a sigh of relief that they will not
be confronted by such a grade for work
which docs not quite deserve a failing
grade, current lL' s may expect to see
the low pass instituted next year.
The Legal Skills staff feels that these
changes symbolize a greater maturity in
the program. According to them , elimination of Client D and uni versa! participation in Client E represent a significant enhancement in the program's
"reality factor. " The tailoring of the
reading materials and the syllabus revision represent _both a- culmination of
efforts by the Legal Skills Staff and a
greater recognition by the program that
students will not do the reading unless
they see it as relevant.

GROCERY
Bulk
Spices
Organic ...
Produce
Dairy
.Free Range Eggs
Soy Products

DELI

1317 F-Richmond Rd .

229-3057

Health Conscious
Sandwiches
Green Salads
Classic Salads
Fresh Juices
Fresh Herbs

M-Sat 10-8
Sun 12·5

NOW OPEN
(across from Safeway)

A NEW TRJ\DITION FOR MODERN NUTRITION
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Visiting Professor Profile

Stephen Wermiel: Journalist, lawyer, biographer, scholar
By MICHAEL McVICKER
On August 26th, I had the
opportunity to speak with this
year's Lee Distinguished Visiting ProfessorofLaw at MarshallWythe, Stephen Wermiel. Professor Wermiel is currently on
leave from the Wall Street Journal, where he serves as Supreme
Court correspondent.
Wermiel's work for the Wall
Street Journal includes not only
coverage of the Supreme Court,
but also the federal and state
courts as institutions, confirmation hearings, and other legal
issues. He has covered the confumations of Justices Sandra
O' Connor, Antonin Scalia, Anthony Kennedy and David
Souter, as well as the nomination
of Judge Robert Bork. In addition , Wermiel has written one series ofarticles on the Constitution
in contemporary society, and
another series on President Reagan 's influence on the federal
courts.
Wermiel, Justice William J.
Brennan's official biographer, is
currently at work on a book about
the life of the former justice.
Wermiel said his interest in the
law began with the reading of
biographies as a child: "I can
remember reading biographies of
Clarence Darrow when I was a
kid and thinking 'this is what I
want to be. '"
Wermicl attended Tufts University, where he majored in
political science, originally with
the intent of going on directly to
law school. However, he also
developed an interest in journalism while in college, becoming
editor-in-chief of the campus
weekly, The Tufts Observer.
While still at Tufts, Wermiel"got
a job on The Boston Globe one
summer and was amazed to find
they pay you to have so much
fun. So I went straight to work
for them in 1972."

In 1974, the Globe assigned
Wermiel to its Washington bureau, where he covered the
Massachusetts and New England
congressional delegations. "I was
what you call the local angle
guy," he says. Wermiel covered
Capitol Hill for five years, from
1974 to 1979. During that period, another Globe reporter, who
had a law degree, covered the
Supreme Court. When that reporter returned to Boston,
Wermiel began reporting on the
Supreme Court for the Boston
paper.
After he began reporting on
the Supreme Court, Wermiel
found his early interest in the law
rekindled: "As part of my 'local
angle' job, I started going up to
the Supreme Court and covering
local cases. That rekindled my
interest in law and legal issues. I
started going to law school at
night, at American University.
About halfway through that, the
Globe wanted me to go back to
Boston. About that time there
was an opening with the Wall
Street Journal for a Supreme
Court reporter, so I went to work
for them, finished law school in
1982, and was admitted to the
D.C. bar in 1983."
The story of how W ermiel
came to be Justice Brennan's
biographer reveals much about
both men. Wermicl started the
project in 1986, after the idea
was suggested to him by D.C.
Circuit Court of Appeals Judge
Abner Mikva, a mutual friend of
both Brennan and Wermiel.
Ironically, at the time Wermiel
made the decision to do a biography of Brennan, "he was the only
Supre'!le Court justice I had not
met"
Wermiel wrote Brennan asking for an appointment and at an
initial conversation the two discussed the issues he would cover
and the overall approach he

would take in the book. Brennan
had some reservations and concems which he discussed with
Wermiel before agreeing to give
him the go ahead on a biography.
Brennan also conducted his
own investigations into Wermiel.
"He checked me out through
some of his former law clerks
who knew me," says Wermiel.
However, Wermiel said that since
making his final decision, Brennan has been fully cooperative.
A large signed photograph of
Brennan now hangs on the wall
behind Wer:miel's desk, a testimony to the close relationship
the two now share.
Wermiel chose hjs publisher
carefully as Brennan had chosen
him, wanting to make sure the
biography would be in good
hands in its editorial stages: "I
roamed bookstores for days and
days and days and pulled books
off the shelves, looking for serious publishers." On the basis of
that search, and on the basis of
some advice from contacts,
Wermiel decided to limit his
potential choice to three publishing firms .
An editor Wermiel spoke with
at one of the three envisioned the
biography as a work examining
Brennan's career as a dissenter.
"She had very fixed notions of
what the book should be like,
which didn't com port with mine.
I didn't want to do a Brennan,
The Great Dissenter book, but
rather, a book on what an influence he's had on the court, and
how he's put together majorities."
Wermiel emphasized that
Brennan has had a talent throughout his life for putting together
unexpected coalitions of justices
on the court to obtain a majority
vote, right up to his final opinion
as a sitting justice in FCC v.
MetroBroadcasting. Attheend
of his careful search for the right

publisher, Wermiel decided he
would feel most comfortable
working with William Morrow
& Co.
Unlike many authors,
Wermiel did not feel comfortable with the idea of "shopping
around" his biography of Brennan to see which publisher would
offer him the highest royalty
contract "!felt it was not appropriate to launch a bidding war
over this book," he says, "given
that Brennan was at the time a
sittingjustice,itwouldhavebeen
unseemly."
The biography will cover
Brennan' s entire life, not just his
career on the Supreme Court,
including his tenure on the New
Jersey Supreme Court. At one

point during our interview, Professor Wermiel gestured toward
two very bulky accordion files
on his shelves which he said are
filledexclusivelywithBrennan's
opinions from his days on the
New Jersey Supreme Court.
Those who fear that a muitivolume set of scholarly tomes
may result from all this research
may rest easy. Wermielsaysthat
the Brennan biography is "not a
book intended just for law professors and libraries." With that
end in mind, he will make the
biography a single volume work
and limit its length to approximately 500 pages. the final draft
of the manuscript should be finished within the next twelve
months, and the biography is due
to come off the press in 1993.

This year's Lee Distinguished Visiting
Professor of Law, Stephen Wermiel.

Greg Brummett
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pers serving the law school. In addition to the Amicus, the College of
William and Mary funds publication of The Advocate.
The Dean cited the award as another entry in a growing list of achievements which have distinguished Marshall-Wythe in the past year. Last
spring, the school's Moot Court team swept flfSt place at the National
Moot Court competition in New York City. At the ABA' s Atlanta Conference this year, the Legal Skills program received the E. Smythe
Gambrell Professionalism Award for its approach to teaching legal
ethics.
The usually verbose Rich Brooks, Amicus co-founder, was actually
rendered speechless at the presentation on Friday. Editor Jenny Click
expressed her gratitude to the staff members whose hard work had made
the award possible, as well as to the administration, faculty members and
students who had been supportive of the paper in its fust year at MarshallWythe.
The newspaper will hold its first organizational meeting of the school
year on Wednesday, September 4, at 7:00 in room 239. As was the case
last year, the editors will not demand that students make long-term commitments to write for every issue, but instead will encourage those interested to attend meetings when their other commitments permit.
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Paul Marcus: Top natne in critninallaw and procedure
By NATALIE
GUTTERMAN
This year, the VisitingR. Hugh
and Nolie A. Haynes Professor
of Law is Professor Paul Marcus.
Professor Marcus has been at the
University of Arizona for eight
years. He served as Dean from
1983-1988, then returned to fulltime teaching, which he says is
much more rewarding. Marcus
was introduced to the Williamsburg area through his position as Chair and Principal Draftsman of the Task Force on the
Drug-Free Workplace at the
Institute of th~ Bill of Rights
Law. Through his work on the
Task Force, he was able to visit
Williamsburg several times for
conferences. When the Law
School extended the offer to visit,
Marcus readily accepted.
Professor Marcus attended
UCLA for both his undergraduate and J.D. degrees, where he
was Order of the Coif. and a
member of the law review. Upon
graduation, he clerked for the
United Sates Circuit Court of
Appeals for the District of Co-

lumbia.
Marcus' career in the legal
arena has been one of distinction. He has published numerous textbooks (several of which
are in use here at MarshallWythe), written countless articles, taught and lectured both at
home and abroad, served on the
boards of many commissions and
organizations, and has been a
visiting professor at the Universities of Texas, San Diego, Geneva and London.
Criminal law and criminal
procedure comprise two-thirds
of the subject matter Marcus
teaches. The other third is widely
varied and includes intellectual
property, copyright law, correc- tions and prisoners rights, law
and literature, torts, and entertainment law. This spring, students at Marshall-Wythe will
have an opportunity to study
entertainment law under Marcus.
While visiting MarshallWythe, Marcus is at work on
several projects. In addition to
updating and supplementing
various textbooks, he is prepar-

ing a lecture on criminal procedure to be presented to the judges
on the Virginia Supreme Court,
assisting prosecutors on special
issues, and handling pro bono
cases.
The main project Marcus is
undertaking this academic year
is a study of how conspiracy cases
are prosecuted and how the law
of conspiracy is reflected in practice. The study is a follow-up to
an article Marcus wrote 15 years
ago and will examine the changes
which have occurred in this area
since the article was written.
Marcus views his professional
accomplishments as falling into
three categories. Not only has he
been able to do traditional research and writing, he has also
succeeded in producing teaching
materials and in applying law in
practice through his many research projects.
Marcus moved to Williamsburg with his wife Becca,
his 16 year old daughter, and his
3 year old son. He has another
daughter who will be a freshman
at the University of Michigan

this fall. Mrs. Marcus is a psychiatric social worker who has
been in private practice for several years. The move to Williamsburg has provided her the
opportunity to return to work as
a campus counsellor, the posi-

tion in which she began her professional career.
Marcus said his family is very
happy here in Williamsburg. He
is looking forward to having a
lively and interesting year at
Marshall-Wythe.

This year's visiting R. Hugh and Nolie A.
Haynes Professor of Law , Paul Marcus.

Greg Brummell

Nutnber of on-catnpus interviewers drops dratnatically
Kaplan counsels creativity, urges students with strong credentials to be more selective
By STEVE SHEBEST
Marshall-Wythe students will once
again fmd fewer on-campus interviewers
visiting the school this fall in search of
summer or first-year employees.
As of this writing, 179 employers have
agreed interview on-campus this year, in
cQntrast to the 266 employers who visited
in 1990 and the 287 who visited in 1989.
If no more employers were to sign up for
interviews this year, this figure would
represent a decline of 37.6% over the past
two years.
More firms are indeed expected to sign
up for this year, but students can expect
.that nearly a quarter of those which have
signed up will cancel, if last year's noshows are any indication. Out of the 266
employers that signed up last year, only
204 actually participated in on-campus
interviewing.
When asked to comment on this disturbing trend, Associate Dean for Career
Planning and Placement Robert Kaplan
explained that employers are hiring ·
roughly the same number of people as in
previous years, but going about it in different ways. "Firms are holding their
cards closer to their vests. There are fewer
callbacks given, as well as fewer offers.
Many fmns are restricting entry-level
offers to their summer program employees, while others are eliminating their
summer programs altogether."
According to Kaplan, the same percentage of William and Mary students are
fmdingjobs as in previous years, an indication of the students' ability to adapt to
the changing employment climate.
Efforts are being made by OCPP to
increase the number of employers who
interview Marshall-Wythe students. Dean

Kaplan explained that each year the
employer data base is expanded both in
terms of the number of employers invited
to campus as well as the areas in which
they are located. "This year," Kaplan
said, "I personally called all employers
registered to interview in 1989 and 1990
who did not respond to our initial invitation forthis year. Then we sent additional
letters to those who still hadn't replied."
One major concern of students regarding on-campus interviews is the fact that
a large portion of the interview slots seem
to be filled by the same group of people
who receive interview after interview,
while those not on law review or in the top
20% of their class have trouble getting
even one slot. As one student grumbled,
''They ought to have one interviewer for
each law review student and leave it at
that Stop letting the rest of us go through
the motions for nothing." ·.
However, Dean Kaplan insists that he
is very sensitive to this problem. ''l-am
personally very frustrated with those who
abuse the system. Those with strong
academic credentials need to -b e more
selective."
Kaplan wants students to understand
that OCPP is doing something about the
problem. "Students have been told that
they must stop dropping resumes, and
some have been for~ed to give up interview slots. There is a weekly monitoring
of the number of resumes a student drops,
as well as a daily accounting of the numberofinterviewsgrantedanyperson. You
would be surprised at thenumberof people
I've had a talk with in my office."
Kaplan is also quick to observe that the
problem isn't really as bad as students
perceive. "Many studen~ who are not in

the top 10% obtain employment through
this office. In addition, with employers
who are grade sensitive, restricting resume
dropping by the top members of the class
will not necessarily free up slots, if the
remaining students don't meet the standards requested by the prospective employer."
When asked what students could do to
improve their employment prospects,
Dean Kaplan had several suggestions. The
frrst was that students should avoid panicking. Students should also avoid restricting their search to large, urban law
fmns. ''The important thing is to concen-

trate on the nature of the experience the
student is seeking. Often, the type of
experience that a student is seekin~ can be
gained in working with special interest
groups, pro bono projects, or the federal
or state governments."
Kaplan finished with this thought:
"Don't be content to just slide resumes in
a box. Most other people outside the law
school do not obtain employment by
simply dropping their resumes in a cabi- net. Students should use networking to
their advantage, whether it be through
alumni contacts 'Or organizational aids
such as bar associations."

Welcome Back, Law Students!
We are Ready to Serve You!
TRAVEL
SERVICE
We Support the Marshall-Wythe Public Service Fund
Mention this ad and U Travel will donate $5 to the Fund
with your purchase of $250 or more*

Call253-1212 or 877-7227
Plan now for Fall break and Holiday travel!
U Travel Service • The Village Shops at Kingsmill • 1915
Pocohontas Trail • Williamsburg, VA 23185
'Certain restrictions may apply. Offer expires December 31, 1991.
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Clarence Thomas is qualified and should be confirmed
Matt 0 'Toole
Judge Clarence Thomas clearly qualifies to be a
Supreme Court justice. On the basi s of fitness alone, the
Senate should consent to his nomination.
Judge Thomas plainly possesses the smarts to sit on
the Supreme Court. He holds an undergraduate degree
with honors from Holy Cross, a law degree from Yale.
More importantly, his speeches and writings reveal him
as thoughtful, intelligent and eloquent. His performance
at the confirmation hearings will clarify thatJ udge Thomas
has a justice's intellectual capacity.
Judge Thomas's professional experience more than
suffices to warrant the Senate's consent to his nom ination. He has worked as a lawyer for the state of Missouri .
He briefly has practiced law in the private sector. He has
served as the director of a federal agency. He presently
sits on a federal appeals court. In each position he has
served competen tly and diligently.
Some have questioned the quality of Thomas's work
at the EEOC, pointing to the running of the statute of
limitations on a large number of age discrimination
complaints. Holding Clarence Thomas personally accountable for this lapse is harsh. Resource limitations
and in s tituti on::~! problems antedating his tenure likely
bear more blame than he. Some also have complained
that the EEOC under Thomas favored individual di scrimination claims over class ac tion suits. This polic y
w:1s a matter of discretion. No one contends that the
decision to pursue primarily individual complaints
amounted to an abd ication of the EEOC 's responsibi lity
to enforce the law. Nor does anyone assert that the EEOC
neglec ted vigorously to advocate the rights of individuals alleging illegal discrimination.
In short, Judge Thomas's experi ence lies in various
cap:1 ities and in diverse subject areas. His professional

experience amply has prepared him to serve on the
Supreme Court.
I' venever met the man, but everything I have heard or
read about him suggests that Judge Thomas has the
personal integrity to serve on the Court. Indeed, his
inspiring biography bespeaks an exemplary character.
The argument ideally ends there. The nominee qualifies for the position on the basis of his ability , experience
and character; on the merits , the Senate should consent to
his nomination.
In reality, of course, considerable controversy a·ttends
the Thomas nomination. No opponent thereof can argue
cogently that Judge Thomas is unqualified. The debate
begins in earnest because the confirmation of a high
court nominee, like the nomination itself, is a political
event. Considerations other than the nominee' s qualifications motivate both support for and opposition to
Judge Thomas's ascent.
It may appear unseemly that "political" factors enter
into the process of selecting Supre me Court justices. The
federal judiciary , however, for all its insularity, remains
after all part of a democracy . The Constitution in general
separates powers and in particular mandates the nomination/advice and consent process. The people, through
their elected representatives, haggle over who will serve
in the least answerable, most autonomous branch of
government. Il is not inappropriate that political considerations play a role in the confirmation process. One
mi ght arg ue that it is vital.
The confirmation controversy takes an unfortunate
turn , however, when the nominee'sadvocatesand adversaries argue disingenuously. Ad hominem attacks and
specious concerns about the nominee's qualifications
can mask political ly motivat d opposition. Likewise,
supporters should not pretend that the Preside nt nominated, and the Se nate should consent to , the nominee
simply because he stands qualified. Honesty befits
democracy.
The real dispute over the Thomas confirmation occurs

generally on two related planes.
At a general level, some oppose Judge Thomas's
confirmation because he seems like ly narrowly (at least,
more strictly than Justice Marshall) to construe the
Cons titution. Such a jurisprudence contrasts with a more
freely interpretive approach favored by those who per.
ceive an activist Court as a good.
Judge Thomas's supporters cham pion a more circumscribed role for the Court and so prefer a less expansive
method of Constitutional construction. Such a philosophy, in their (and my) opinion, more accords with a
republican form of government and stands on a more
principled base. Judge Thomas seems to share these
views. Therefore, I favor his confirmation.
More particularly, many urge their Senators not to
consent to Judge Thomas 's nomination because they
disagree with what appear to be his positions on specific
Constitutional law issues such as abortion and affirmative action. (Judge Thomas is no "s tealth nominee";
media types can' t pester us with that c ute phrase this time
around .)
I and many others tend to agree with Judge Thomas on
specific Constitutional issues and so support his confirmation . Certainly no opponent of his confirmation
legitimately can argue that Judge Thomas adopts a bad
faith or untenable position on a particular issue. Adversaries must concede the reasonableness of his views.
They just sec things differently.
Opposition to Judge Thomas 's confirma tion , then,
tends to arise from disagreement with either his general
approach to the Constitution or his apparent stance on a
partic ular issue. Support therefor derives largely from
bi-level concurrence with his views . I like Judge Thomas' s general approach and agree with his positions on
particular issues. So I favor the Senate 's confirming him .
He' ll soon speak for himself.

Matt O'Toole is a third-year student

Thomas is not a nominee, he is a political pawn
George Bush has created. When Robert Bork was nominated to the Court, we were told that the only requirements should be "experience and qualifications;" ideology should be irrelevant. The Democratic Senate rejected this idea and said that ideology does matter. Four
years later, Bush responded to this new standard by
nominating someone with virtually no ideology, David
George Bush is a political genius. At least, his nomi- Souter. The only problem is that Souter didn ' t exactly
nation of Clarence Thomas was the move of a genius. I have a great deal of experience. However, this did not
cannot think of any other appointment which has the seem to matter to anyone (not even the Republicans).
capacity to make the opposition party look as petty and That brings us to Clarence Thomas.
ridiculous as this nomination is makes the Democrats.
The few bits of information that exist on Thomas
Bush has presented the Democratic Senate majority with show him to be the ideological twin of Robert Bork. He
two lousy choices: Either accept purely because of the has expressed a desire to overturn established Supreme
color of his skin , despite the fact that they believe him to Court precedent involving abortion and civil rights. He
be dangerous; or, reject a minority nominee because of scores about a 10 on the 'extreme ' me ter. This alone
his ideology. Both alternatives make the Democrats look would be grounds for rejection of a white nominee (see
rather hypocritical when they argue so fiercely for af- Robert Bork). Obviously, many people disagree with
firmative action. Bravo, George Bush! Your political rejection based upon legal views. However, whether it is
maneuvers may push civil rights back to the stone age , right or wrong, the policy is now fair game in the
but it sure makes fo r one hell of a show!
nomiuation process.
The biggest problem with Clarence Thomas is that he
On the 'experie nce' meter, OJ ' Clarence scores about
epitomizes everything that is wrong with the appoint- 1 or 2. In his brief time on the bench he has not been
ment process to the Supreme Court. The Court is more of involved in a single significant federal case. Not one of
a political tool now than in any other point in our history . the cases over which he presided have made it to the
Clarence Thomas is not aS upreme Court nominee. He is Supreme Court. His sole claim to fame is being chairman
a pol itical pawn being exploited because of his race. of the EEOC for a few years. Even if this is the minimum
Clarence Thomas with white skin is an easy case, and level of experience required to be on the Supreme Court,
would be rejected immediately.
it means that there are several thousand qualified appliA white Clarence Thomas shows the paradox that cants walking around this country. Thomas is not even

Kevin Kroner

close to being the most qualified man for the job. The
Marshall-Wythe faculty has members who are more
qualified than Thomas. By the standards set by the
Republican party in nominating Robert Bork, Thomas
should be rejected as inexperienced.
The catch is that Thomas ' case is not this easy. He is
not simply the inexperienced extremist that I have described him to be- he is a black, inexperienced, extremist
who was appointed to fill the ' black' seaton the Supreme
Court. The very fact that the NAACP had an internal split
over the nomination shows how tricky it is.
The problem for those who oppose Thomas is that we
have desires which we never imagined would conflict.
Anyone who disagrees with T homas ' legal opinions is
almost certainly bothered by the entire Rehnquist Court.
Liberals (among others) are also concerned that the
Court should not revert' to an all white one. Many of us
operate under the implicit assumption that any black
nominee would , by definition , be liberal. Thomas flies in
the face of this ass umption, and forces the liberal thinker
to choose between two values which he has never had to
choose between before.
For my part, I would like to see more minority Supreme Court justices. However, skin color and gender do
not affect the bottom line; it is simply too dangerous to
put someone this inexperienced and extreme on the
highest court in the land. We are not just talking about

See PAWN, page 9
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If we have an honor c_ode, we should have self-scheduled exams
Heather Sue Ramsey
Last week every incoming 1L was asked to sign the
honor code, just as every second and third year did when
they went to law camp. We accepted the responsibilities
of an honor code, but where are the privileges? I fully
support the honor code ·because, at least among the
student body, it demands that we be responsible to
ourselves, our school and our classmates. But why
· doesn't the faculty trust us? .
In spirit, I think the faculty does trust studentsevi~enced by the fact that they do not sit in the lecture
rooms when we take our final exams. They let us take
their exams anywhere in the library, and trust us not to
sneak into a typing room and copy from our notes. Why
can't they trust us to take their exams anytime we want
to? The idea is called self-scheduled exams, and it works
at many schools that have honor systems.
During final exam week there are three exam periods
each day: 9:00a.m., 1:00 p.m. and 7:00p.m. Students
decide the day and time they want to take each exam. If
you've planned on taking contracts on Monday at 9:00,
but decide you'd rather have an extra few hours to
review, you can take it Monday afternoon and there's no
hassle.
Students can plan their exams around when they

BUSHROD, from page 2
appellate brief.
Bushrod usually begins with over
ninety student competitors and continues
until a winner is declared. The top thirtytwo fmalists will form the Moot Court Bar
for the upcoming year. Competing in
tournaments throughout the Eastern half
of the United Stales, Bar members choose
the competition they attend based on their
ranking in the Bushrod Competition. Bar
members may choose from a variety of
tournaments. Subject areas include constitutional• law, international law, civil
and criminal procedure, proqucts liability, evidence, and securities and corporate
law.
The 1991 Bushrod Tournament will
begin with a meeting on September 6th.
This meeting will be held in Room 119 at
2:00p.m. All second-year students who
wish to compete in the tournament must
attend this meeting. At this meeting, the
Moot Court Board will distribute the
problem and will explain the mechanics
and rules of the competition.
Steve Gerber is the 1991 Bushrod
Tournament Justice. He has organized
and will oversee every detail of the entire
tournament. Carolyn Tillotson, the 1991
Bushrod Research Justice, selected, researched, and wrote the problem and
supporting materials that will be used in
this year's tournament. Both of these
people have dedicated countless hours to

would like to leave for vacation and nobody has to take
tm:ee exams in three days and then hang around for a
week to take the ethics exam.- Exams; like ethics, that
everyone niust take together have a pre-scheduled date
and time· early in the exam week, and everyone plans
accordingly.
It isn ' t too difficult on the administration either.
Every professor gives the exams and a list of the social
security numbers of everyone who should take them to
the test administrator. The exams are put into envelopes
and each envelope has the social security number of the
student who should take it written on the outside. If no
outside materials can be used in taking the exam, the
exam goes into a yellow envelope; if students can use an
outline when taking the exam, the exam goes into a-green
envelope, etc.
Students arrive to pick up their exam at one of the
designated times, and the test administrator gives them
the envelope with their number on it. The administrator
writes the time the exam was picked up on the outside of
the envelope and the student takes the exam anywhere in
the building. When the student is finished with the exam,
she puts the exam question and all bluebooks into the
envelope and seals it. She then returns it to the administrator, who writes the time the student returned the exam
on the envelope. If a student takes more time than is
allowed, she violates the honor code and is punished
accordingly.
Mter each exam period, professors can pick up the

sealed envelopes and begin reading students· exams. All
professors can start gmding on the first day on the exam
period, giving them more time.
Without an honor code, self-scheduled exams would
be impossible. Students would not be trusted not to tell
their friends about the exam questions. But we have an
honor code, and should be trusted. Most exams are
comprehensive and it would be very difficult to either
remember the questions or name all the issues it covered.
More importantly, we need to be trusted not to discuss
the exams. It is possible to cheat, but if the penalty for
doing so were immediate expulsion, few students would
actually do it. It takes a lot of work to get into William
and Mary, students won't risk their education and careers
to get a better grade by cheating. We have the responsibilities of an honor code and should have the
privileges. Self-scheduled exams let students plan their
own exam schedule according to their own convenience.
Let's face it, anything that helps reduce stress at exam
time is wonderful.
The system has successfully worked at other schools
for years. My undergraduate school was three times the
size of William and Mary Law and it worked well there.
Surprising-ly, very few people waited until the very end
to take all their exams. We planned our time carefully
and took our exams without cheating. The honor code,
and automatic expulsion-for cheating, let faculty trust
students. The honor code has responsibilities, but it
should have a few privileges too.

this tournament, and they have done an rights of individuals revolve around virabsolutely outstanding job. As a result, tuallife or death decisions. This is what
the 1991 Bushrod Tournament promises the conservative right so cavalierly talks
to be an exciting and valuable experience about dismantling.
Clarence Thomas is a key pawn in this
for the second-year participants.
This year will be a great one for the process. He is not merely one more conMoot Court Program. For the first time, servative justice replacing a liberal jusBar members will receive academic credit tice. He is a man whose existence forces
for competing on a team. In addition, Bar the opposition' s values to collide against
members will participate in brief writing each other. We are forced to choose
and appellate advocacy workshops con- . whether we want a black justice or a
ducted by local practitioners or judges. liberal justice. I am sure that Bush hopes
These programs will be designed to help
the Moot Court Bar field teams that are .
even more competitive than their predecessors.
· The reputation of Marshall-Wythe
benefits from the success of the Moot
Court Program, and The 1991-1992 Moot
Court Bar is dedicated to achieving an
even higher level of success. I encourage
all second-year students to compete in the
1991 Bushrod Tournament.
Sincerely,

that this confusion will allow his handpicked man, and his political agenda, to
get through. For anyone who has the same
uneasy feeling in his stomach as I do, the
real decision should be which of these two
values accomplishes the most. My gut
tells me to pick ideology over skin color.
Sorry George, I'm not foole~i.
Kevin Kroner is a second-year student
with a B.S. in Clinical Psychology and a
minor in Philosophy from Vanderbilt.

Robert Bryant (3L)
Chief Justice

PAWN, from page 8
legal doctrine or political trends. This
battle is being fought over civil and human
rights. It is all too easy to become academic in discussing Court trends. Every
Supreme Court case involves human
beings. Most of the cases involving the

First-year students crowd the Moot Court table
at the activities fair.

Greg Brummett
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Legal Skills program wins
ABA professionalism award
$5,000 check accompanies honor
By WILL DeVAN
At the American Bar Association
Conference in Atlanta last month, the
Legal Skills Program was honored for its
approach to the teaching of legal ethics
and professionalism. College President
Paul VerkuilandProfessor Jim Molitemo
accepted the inaugural E. Smythe Gambrell Professionalism Award on behalf of
lhe school. [See photograph, page 1.]
Professor Molitemo said he was especially pleased the program has been honored not just for its approach to the nuts
and bolts of legal practice, but also for the
teaching of ethics.
The award was accompanied by a
S5 ,000 gift. Molitemo said that the legal

skills faculty will decide how to utilize the
gift and he suspects that the faculty will
decide to use the funds in a manner which
will further the goals inspiring the award.
Thus, "King of the Thing" Steve Shebest' s
claim that he has successfully appropriated the funds for an immense "Grad
Thing" kegger appear to be groundless.
The award was named after former
ABA President E. Smythe Gambrell who
was noted for his devotion to public service. The legal skills program applied for
the award last year, and was notified that
it was selected in July. Molitemo also
expressed his gratitude to all the students
and faculty who have made the program a
success.

ABA Moot Court team competes
By ROBERT BRYANT
During early August, while most of us were trying to survive the final days of
summer employment, the ABA Moot Court Team comprised of Steve Gerber,
Price Shapiro, and Steve Shebest competed at the National ABA Moot Court
Tournament in Atlanta, Georgia. This team earned the right to compete at the
national level by winning the regional competition held in North Carolina last
Spring. Eighteen teams from across the Nation competed during the three-day
tournament. Although the team received impressive scores for their arguments, the
members were unable to capture a seat in the final rounds.
The Moot Court Bar is very proud of the efforts that both ABA Moot Court
Teams exhibited during the past year. The ABA teams are the only teams whose
members compete during their second year of law school. The experience and
knowledge they gained at the Atlanta conference will be a valuable resource for
teams preparing for tournaments this year.

BURRITOS
TOSTADOS
TACOS
QUESADILLAS
TAMALLES .

ENCHILADAS
NACHOS
TORTAS
TACO SALADS
RELLENOS
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Processing Service
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..
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Bushrod tournament opens Friday

Recycling Poltergeist strikes

The Bushrod tournament will officially open Friday with a meeting at 2:00 in Room
119. Packets containing this year's tournament problem , as well as the rules of the
tournament, will be distributed at the meeting.
All second year students planning to compete for a place on the 1992-93 Moot Court
Team must attend the Friday meeting. As in the past, students competing in the
tournament will not be allowed to discuss the problem amongst themselves, nor will
they be pennitted to receive outside coaching. The Moot Court Bar will establish office
hours during which students with questions about the problem may consult Team
members.
The first round of oral arguments will be heard on Friday, September 20 from 5:30
to 9:45p.m. The tournament will conclude on Sunday, September 29 with argument
between the top two semi-frnalists in the Moot Court Room.

In case you had not noticed, the school has set up new recycling bins for various
paper products under the stair well leading to the second floor. Please use these bins
if you have any paper to throw out. It is important to keep the various types of paper
separate; jusuake note of the labels on each depository. Not only will you be helping
the e nvironment, but we do receive money for the recycled paper~
Also, the Environmental Law Society is planning on setting up extra bins in the
lobby area during exams for anyone who wants to throw out their old notes and/or
outlines.
-Paige Budd

College plans review of Bookstore operations
The College of William and Mary has announced plans to review the operations of
the campus bookstore in an effort to locate areas for improvement. Administration
offiCials said the review was not undertaken in response to specific problems. A
committee has been fanned to evaluate the store.
The five member committee is comprised of Larry Ring, from the School of
Business; John Conley from the English Department; Sam Jones, the director of
planning and the budget; and student representative Karl Otto. Associate Director of
Auxiliary Services Charles Dombek will oversee the committee.
Marshall-Wythe students who wish to express their concerns about the bookstore' s
services should contact one of the committee members, or Bookstore Director John
Freeman at 221-2480.

Administrative Law Review seeks members
The Administrative Law Review, a quarterly journal of the ABA Section on Administrative Law and Regulatory Practice is now accepting applications for new staff
members. Only second year students may apply for the positions.
The Adminislrarive Law Review has the largest circulation of any law review in the
country. Students chosen to join the Review this fall may apply for positions as student
editors during their spring semester. Professor Charles H. Koch, Jr. is 'the editor-inchief of the Administrative Law Review.
Students wishing (O apply should submit a resume, writing sample and written
statement of interest to law school receptionist Gloria Todd by 4:00p.m. on Friday,
September 6. Top candidates in the application process will be interviewed by
Professor Koch before a final decision on staffing is made. Students with questions
about the Review should contact Koch or Mark Lofgren (3L), managing editor.

Law Review announces 2d-year candidates
The following second year students have been selected to take the Candidates exam
for membership on the William and Mary Law Review. Upon successful completion
of the exam, they will become members of the Law R eview staff:
Pamela Merlis
Jonathan Bel~her
David Dalke
Timothy Hui
Vic Miller
Jon Beyer
Roger Dorsey
Eric Hurt
Grant Nelson
Scott Browning
Joseph English
Bob Juelke
Paul Possinger
Joe Cartee
Julie Haanstad
Susan Korzick
Frank Quinn
Megan Bums
Beth Kurowski
Karen Hale
Greg
Ric hards
Michael
MeG
innis
Robert Church
Maura Henry
Greg
Shelton
John
McGuiness
Sean Hogle
James Creekmore
Chris Smith

PSF to hold meeting
The Public Service Fund (PSF) will be holding an organizational meeting on
Thursday, September 5 at 2:30p.m. in Room 127. All students who arc interested in
helping PSF in any capacity arc encouraged to attend~ PSF conducts several
fundraiscrs throughout the year such as Casino Night (com ing up on October 18), the
Bahamas Blast Suitcase Party, the Dinner Date Auction, the Pledge Drive, and.thc Gift
Shop. PSF needs individuals to help with publicity, decorations, ticket sales, beer
pouring, solicitation of area merchants, and general set-up. Any amount of help that
you can give is appreciated!!! We hope to see you next Thursday~ If you cannot attend
the meeting or would like .more infonnation, please contact Elizabeth Dopp (3L).

Computer lab acquires new improvements
Although-the basic physical configuration of Marshall-Wythe's computer facili tics
has remained similar to that of last year, substantial changes have been made to the
capability of the computer facilities as part of the creation of a local area n~twork
(LAN). The increased capability provided by the LAN arrangement should eliminate
some of the difficulties experienced last year because of the lack of standardization
throughout the lab in both hardware and software configurations.
Each of the individual computers (workstations) is now connected to a fast, hi gh
memory, LAN server that takes over some of the basic functions. One of the more
significant hardware changes was the installation of3.5"- 1.44M disk dri ves on all the
workstations. This will avoid some of the headaches suffered last year because of the
lack of 3.5" drives. All of the workstations also retain at least one 5.25"- 1.2 M di sk
drive to h1lfldle the more common floppy disk format.
The basic LAN menu provides access to the standard WordPe rfect 5. I word
processingt:arabilitics. The workstations have also been reconfig ured to allow access
to WordPerfect without requiring that a disk be present in one of the disk drives. Most
users witl, of course, prcfcr'to save their work to a floppy disk and will in sert their disk
in a disk drive. During initialization, Wordperfect will check the dri ves and selec t the
one that is loaded, thereby eliminating the need to designate the desired drive.
All of the computers are now able to send Wordperfect print jobs to the HP
Ruggedwriters. The actual destination of the print job will remain a bit of a myste ry
because the LAN ser¥cr can, and will , send the job to any of the Rugged writers. This
allows the printers to carry the printing load more evenly, and in the case o f printer
problems, allows printing to continue from all stations. The laser printers, however,
cannot ~ accessed through the LAN so students with resume and cover le tter work
must .sti\f wait for dedicated computers adjacent to the desired printer and usc a
VENDA CARD to enable the printer.
The LAN also provides access to programming, spreadsheet, and possibly data base
programs that may be very helpful to some users.
Students who experience problems are encouraged to seck assistance from one of
the law school consultants during their office hours or by appointment. Assistance can
also be obtained by calling the Computer Center number posted in the lab.
-Greg Brummett
Stephanie Rever
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Slash-and-burn department

Making your call-back interview relaxing and profitable
By RICHARD BROOKS
Many students believe that a call-back
represents an opportunity to secure gainful employment in the legal profession.
Of course, nothing can be further from the
truth. No firm or government agency has
actually hired a lawyer since 1989, the
year I entered law school. Dean Kaplan is
afraid to tell you this because if the school
discovered that he no longer served any
useful purpose, he would join the ranks of
the other two million unemployed attorneys who are anxiously waiting for Joel
Hyatt to hire additional DWI lawyers.

Likewise, a law firm doesn't have
any incentive to tell interviewees that it
has no foreseeable plans to hire new attorneys within the next century. Firms naturally want the business and legal world to
perceive their practices as robust and growing.
No, a call-back should not be viewed as
a job opportunity, but rather as an all
expense-paid vacation which you win by
placing the most lip imprints on the rosy
bottom of some self-impressed partner.
Treated as such, a call-back can be both
pleasurable and profitable. The following

tips, culled from members of the third
year class, will make your call-backs truly
worthwhile:
l. CLEAN OUT THE MINI BAR IN
YOUR HOTEL ROOM
Most nice hotels equip each room with
a small refrigerator stocked with liq~or,
beer,candy,cookies,chipsandtheobligatory Baby Bon-Bell cheese balls. Of course, there is a nominal charge of $4 to
$5 for each beer or candy bar consumed.
Make sure that you leave some space in
your suit case so that you can empty this
mini-fridge as you check out. The maid
won't discover anything until your plane
r;:::===========================================~ has touched down in Richmond, and the
hotel will merely send the bill to the fmn.
2. DRY CLEANING
Most hotels also provide dry cleaning
By GREG BRUMMETI
. services for their guests. Instead of putting wear and tear on your old Maytag,
I 0. Ample parking.
simply
pack your dirty clothes and hand
9. Legendary Williamsburg nightlife.
them to the maid when you check in.
8. Only an hour from the beach.
Make sure you emphasize to the hotel
7.Really wanted to be less than ten miles from an operating nuclear facility.
clerk
that it is a common practice for law
6. Have an aversion to well marked streets and direct routes.
firms
to pay for such incidental expenses.
5. Only law school with an Elvis Shrine.
3.
ROOM
SERVICE
4.Wanted to contribute to the "quality and diversity of the student body" rather than
Very
little
really
needs to be said here.
attend some cookie-cutter school like UVa.
Make
sure
you
order
before 10 p.m. so
3. Heard about the GRAD THING .
that
your
dining
choices
are not limited to
2. A successful men's basketball program is not a priority.
less
expensive
items
such
as the $14.95
I .The Legal Skills Program -learn to whine about being overworked just like a real
hamburger or the $16.95 onion rings.
associate.

·

Top Ten reasons to attend Marshall- Wythe

4. TOUR THE CITY
In big cities, law firms often provide students with a cab voucher for travel betweentheairportandthehotel. However,
these firms seldom explicitly stipulate
that the route to the hotel must be a direct
one. View the cab as your own private
rental car with unlimited mileage. Ask
the driver to give you a tour of the metropolitan area and tell him to keep the meter
running while you step out of the back
seat to visit the various clubs and shops
that make this city such an attractive place
to practice law.
5.
WHENEVER
POSSIBLE,
DOUBLE BILL THE COST OF YOUR
AIRLINE TICKET
This final tip simply can't be over emphasized. Merely by visiting several firms
inonetrip,youcanchargeeachforthefull
price of your airline ticket. Just a short
tour of four cities can result in a motherlodeofnon-taxablerevenuewhichcanbe
used to finance your next graduate degree.
Warning: Some firms have caught on
to this trick and require students to depart
on thesarnedayoftheirinterview. Avoid
this pitfall by explaining to the recruiting
coordinator your desire to stay an extra
two days to visit a close relative or friend
who resides in the area.

Collect them all! This week: Demigods of Legal Skills!

More clip 'n' save Marshall-Wythe trading cards
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Dancing about architecture

Sutnn1er Record Round-Up: Yee-Ha!
By KEVIN WALSH
Since the burning question on
most of your minds since you got
back to school has been " Gee, I
wonder what records Kevin
Walsh listened to over the summer and furthermore, I wonder
how he liked them," I decided to
provide you with my take on four
of this summer's interesting releases.
Believe me, I hate this
"Round-Up" theme as much as
you do. Yee-ha....
Marshall Crenshaw, Life's
Too Short
Having played John Lennon
in "Beatlemania" and Buddy
Holly in "La Bamba," Crenshaw
is usually described as working
within the same general area as
those two giants and the comparisonsaredeserved. Crenshaw
has earned a reputation in the last
ten years of being the perennial
candidate for " Most Likely To
Succeed." One of the few remaining practitioners of pure
guitar pop, he has consistently
released quality albums to the
type of wild public fanfare normally reserved for innovations
\n Nerl technology . Despite
being an accomplished songwriter and an emotional vocalist,
Crenshaw has not received the
place on Top 40 radio where he
belongs. I blame Bryan Adams.
On Life's Too Short, Crenshaw has beefed up his musical
and lyrical approach , offering his
strongest effort since 1985 's
Downtown. Produced by Ed
Stasium, who has produced the
Ram ones and Living Colour, the
album sounds tougher, closer to
Crenshaw's live approach, wi~
more bite to the guitars and more
punch to the drums.
Lyrically, a number of the
songs also take a harder line.
"Stop Doing That" finds Crenshaw grabbing someone by the
collar and talking tough; the
narrator of the album opener,
"Better Back Off," demands that
his girlfriend stop putting herself
down saying," You 're talking
about someone I love." On the
album's best song, "Walkin'
Around," Crenshaw writes about
a pair of uncertain lovers "just
walkin' around on a warmS aturday"tryingtoavoid talking about
the fight they have had the night
before. Crenshaw's voice mirrors the strained optimism of the
situation perfectly.
In spite of the strength of most
of the material here, Life's Too
Short did not dent the Top 40.
However, if Chris Isaak, to whom
Crenshaw is comparable in spirit
if not in sound, can make it big,
maybe there's hope for Crenshaw too.

Kirsty MacColl, Electric out, she might consider moving serves to remind the listener that of 10,000 Maniacs play on the
Landlady
on to a new producer and stick- Elvis is capable of more than he record, it ' s understandable and
Kirsty MacColl and her hus- ing with thosesongs thatarebest allows him elftoshowon Mighty forgivable.
band and producer, Steve Lilly- suited to her beautiful voice.
Like A Rose.
The ongs on the album tend
white, have assembled a stellar
ElvisCostello, MightyLikeA
JohnandMary, VictoryGar- toward the lyrically obscure. A
cast for her follow-up to last Rose
dens
glance at some of the song titles
year's Kite. With help from exWhy do I continue to trust
John Lombardo was the pri- makes thi s obvious: ·'The Azalea
Smiths guitari t Johnny Marr, Elvis Costello? Anybody who marywrit randmulti -instrumen- Festival," "Rags of Flowers ,"
Marshall Crenshaw, and mem- has let me down as consistently talist behind 10,000 Maniacs. " Piles of Dead Leaves," "Pram ."
bersofthePoguesamongothers, as he has for the last five or six When he quit in 1987, everyone
The album begins with " Red
Electric Landlady creates high years docsn' tdeserve it. Maybe figured the band would disinte- Wooden Beads," the story of a
expectations, which it unfortu- it's becau e My Aim Is True is grate. Of course, that year they confused young gi rl named
nately does not live up to.
still the standard against which I released In My Tribe, now a Marika who "stamps herfcctand
All of the album ' s songs are meas ure most other albums. modem classic, di pelling any sings ' Hey, hey, listen to me!"
written, at least in part, by Mac- Maybe it's because he's consis- que tions about the band 's fu- As she grows up, she di scovers
Col!, whose father wrote the tently interesting, even if he 's ture. John Lombardo looked set that she find s comfort in some of
classic Iris h pub sing-along maddeningly erratic.
to join Pete Best (fired from the the things that had seemed so
" Dirty Old Town ." The writing
At any rate, addMightyLike A Bcatles), Tory Crimes (q uit the pathetic about her childhood. The
on the album is pretty self-as- Rose to the list of disappointing Cia h) and others in the ranks of song-nostalgic and somehow
sured , and impressive. Electric Elvis Costello albums. Elvis those who left bands that later desperate-is well-suited for
Landlady should discourage seems to have lost himself in the became success ful.
Lombardo's music and Ramsey's
those nay-sayers who want to intricacies and tex tures of his
Lombardo has come back vocal style.
believethatMacCollonlymakes music to the point where the (with some help from the memMost of the songs seem to
records because her husband is a production on most of hi songs bers of 10,000 Maniac) \ ith follow this pattern and the writbig-shot producer.
is distracting and annoying. On John and Mary. Mary is Mary ing concentrates on reminisKirsty MacColl's very Brit- songslike"HarpiesBizarre"and Ram sey, a talented vocalist and ccncesfromchildhood("Pilcsof
ish, rainy-day voice often man- "Invasion Hit Parade," the ar- violin player from upstate New Dead Leaves") or some other time
ages to sound angelic and weary rangements swallow the songs York. Together, they have re- ("July 6th "). Later in the album ,
at the same lime. The voice is and renderthem ineffectual. The corded Victory Gardens, an Lombardo con tribu tes some
particularly suited for a very King is dead; long live the King. impressivclyconfident collcction vocals, sounding like a dead-pan
Mighty is not a complete wash, of the kind of folk songs that Cat Stevens. Hi s worn-ou t presspecific type of song. These are
those that a bored cupid might however. The first song and the 10,000 Maniacs have popular- ence on the vocal tracks adds
sing, like" Chi.ldrenoftheRevo- last song on the record more ized.
tex ture to Ramsey'sg irlish style.
lution" (co-written with Marr) accurately reflect Elvis's capaIn fact, if there's one critiVictory Gardens will no t
where MacColl sings, over bi lities. On 'The Other Side of cism that can be instantl y lev- change the face of popular muMarr'selegiacguitar strumming, Summer," Elvis watches the ri s- clled at John and Mary , it is that sic. However, while you wait for
about the tragedy of innocents ing sun and says "I fe lt glad in my Victory Gardens sounds too the nex t release by 10,000 Manisuffering at the hands of those own suspicious way" while a much like 10,000 Maniacs. Of acs,thisis agreatsubstitutewhich
who "swap the green upon the Beach Boys-like chorus harmo- course, con idering Lombardo 's may, in time, even surpass the
dollars for the green upon the nizes behind him . "Couldn'tCall background and since members best efforts of that band.
tanks."
It Unexpected No.4 ," r-----.;;______________.;...;._;_.;,;.;_.;;.;;.....:.:..___
Similarly effective are "All I over a stately piano
Ever Wanted ," her collaboration
melody, eloquently dewith Crenshaw, " He Never picts the grey area, beMentioned Love," and 'The One tween hope and horror,
and Only" with backing by the
where most people live
Pogues, which includes theclastheir lives, ending the
sic couplet "Sometimes your life album with the line
isn' t going too well/ Sometimes "Pleasedon'tletmefear
it readslikeapostcardfromhell." anything I cannot exUnfortunately, MacColl and plain/Ican ' t believel'll
her husband seem bent on maknever believe in anything again."
It's a
ing her into a chanteuse singing
show tunes . The most heinous of relatively pitiful statethese attempts is " My Affair" ment sung with such
which includes a brass section, meaning and feeling
Spanish instruments, and a backthat it works. It also
""'(IIIIIIIIJ~
~~~~
up group shouting
lftUKIIr I nAn .IU~ I
Spanish lyrics. The
whole thing is pretty
~
embarrassing, like
•Great Selection
watching a favorite
aunt get up and sing
•Special Ordering
" Oklahoma !" at a
~ •Hard to Find
family gathering.
Imports
When she goes into
the "Shoo-bce-doowop-wop"s, it's long
past time to fast forward to the next song.
On Electric Land- TAPES & COMPACT DISCS
lady, Kirsty MacColl
goes a long way
Williamsburg Shopping Center
Monticello Ave. & Richmond Rd.
toward reaching her
potential, but still
falls short Next time
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M-W alum, Vietnam vet,
pens autobiography
inevitably, he enlisted in the Corps himBy JARRELL WRIGHT
Every law student shares the common self, viewing his graduation from the
memory of being called on for the first College of William and Mary and the end
time. In his autobiography Fortunate of his deferment as "an opportunity rather
Son, Marshall-Wythe alumnus and Viet- than a burden." His tour of duty as an
nam veteran Lewis Puller, Jr., describes ·infantry commander ended immediately
his first brush with the Socratic Method: after the explosion, less than three months
"The first time I was called upon to after his arrival overseas. In the book,
brief a case, the professor, unaware that I Puller recalls that as he lay wounded in the
was in a wheelchair, asked me to sumd jungle, even before he was aware of the
and recite. For a long moment the class full extent of his injuries, "I knew that I
became completely still, and I could feel had finished serving my time in the hell of
the color rise in my cheeks as I struggled
ietnam." After ex tensive medical and
for a response. When I f mall y managed to rehabilitative treatment, Puller went on to
reply that nothing would give me greater serve as a member of President Ford's
pleasure than to comply ith his request Clemency Board, and to challenge Paul
but that I was in a wheelchair, he quickly Trible in a congressional race . . Sandapologized, and I brief d the case without wiched in between were three more years
further distraction. That one exchange in Williamsburg at Marshall-Wythe
seemed to break the tension for the rest of School of Law.
my classmates, and once I had addressed
"It was terrible," Puller says of the
by disability directly, albeit not by choice, experience. At that time the law school
communication was less painful from then inhabited Tucker Hall, an old building
on." ·
that was not well-suited to the needs of the
Puller suffered massive injuries when handicapped. "The class got really good
he stepped on a booby-trapped howitzer about ha uling me around," he says. In
round in Vietnam . His rig ht leg was addition to the stairs at the entrance of the
blown off at the torso, and on! y six inches building, there were three separate levels
of his left leg remained. In addition, most inside. "Fortunately, there was a profesof his left hand, and the thumb and little sional weight -lifter in our class who could
finger of his right hand, were destroyed by carry me and my chair around like a
the explosion.
feather."
Although the doctor who saved his life
However, the willingness of his classlater told him that he was not sure "if I was mates to help him did not solve all of
doing the right thing by allowing you to Puiier 's problems in Jaw school. He relive," Puller survived not only the injuries calls one class held in the Moot Court
which "forever set [me] apart from the Room , a chamber with fixed seats and
rest of humanity," but also lived through slanted Ooors that required him to park his
alcoholism, depression, and a suicide at- chair in the back or on the sides. The Civil
temptto rebuild his life and embark on a Procedure professor who taught in that
career in the law. In Fortunate Son , and in classroom "always called on people sean interview with the Amicus Curiae, quentially, across the rows, so that you
Lewis Puller frankly discusses his career, always knew when you were next." Freand the remarkable events which have quently, students in the targeted sections
surrounded his life.
would move away when the fateful day
Puller freely admits that his life makes arrived, " but I was stuck."
a fascinating story: "When I was writing
-Puller's Vietnam experience presented
the book it was hard to screw it up." He other obstacles not so easily overcome.
began his life as the son of Lt. Gen. Lewis The wheelchair, his injuries, and his choice
"Chesty" Puller, Sr., the most decorated to serve in Vietnam "set me apart and
Marine in the Corps' history. Perhaps isolated me." Many students held fervent

Colonial
One-Hour
Photo
229·3001
·One Hour Service
·All sizes from 3"x5" to 12"x18"
• Same Day Enlargements and Posters
·Wonderful Frames and Albums
• Passport Photos
FREE SECOND SET OF PRINTS or ROLL OF FILM
EVERY TUESDAY
William and Mary SPECIAL with ID card
open 7 days a week
431 Prince George Street
across from Baskin Robbins and the Cheese Shop

Lewis B. Puller, Jr., author of Fortunate Son: An Autobiography
anti-war views, and Puller writes in his
book that he "began to feel that my own
sacrifice and that of all of us who had
fought in the war were meaningless." The
other students "were blissfully unaware
of how fortunate they were. " .
At one point, a petition was circulated
through the law school asking "Do you
favor nonviolence as a form of protest?';..
A young law professor ("he didn'tlast,"
says Puller) later cited the results of the
survey as support for the proposition that
students were overwhelmingly opposed
to the war in Vietnam. "The question had
nothing to do with that," Puller says, "It
really frustrated me."
There were several other veterans in
his class but, Puller says, "People tried to
disassociate themselves from having
served through a process of 'civilianization' -long hair, John Lennon glasses,
weird clothes." He tried to fall into the
same pattern, but the scars of his involvement were there for everyone to see. "I
couldn't get away from it."
This tension caused Puller to tum increasingly to alcohol, although he stresses
that he had always been a heavy drinker
- ev~n before Vietnam: "A lot of people
want to do the charitable thing, and assume '.Well, he lost his legs in Vietnam
and started drinking.' But I had been
drinking for a long time."
Drinking, says Puller, "let me getaway
with some pretty outrageous behaviorultimately that became destructive." It
got to the point where he would go to a
party and the first thing someone would
do·would be to offer him a drink. "It was
a wonder I got through law school ," he
says. ''We had a hard partying class. It
wasn't nearly as competitive when I was
there a.S it is now, but even then it was
heading that way." He recalled that during his undergraduate years in the late
sixties the law school was considered a
"Gentlemen's Club: If you wanted'a law
degree you just kind of went there."

To compensate for his evenings of
drinking, he studied hard during the day.
Because of the wheelchair it was much
easier to stay at the library all day than to
leave school between classes. "Getting to
the books was difficult," he says. "The
classes were getting larger and there wasn 't
enough room in the building to accommodate all those people. We would all gripe
to [Dean White] about the problems of
overcrowding, but all he would say was,
'If we didn't have classes this size, would
you be here?' That satisfied me."
Puller has positive memories of
Marshall-Wythe as well, and he fondly
recalls Dean Sullivan, Dean Williamsoi:t,
and Professor Collins among the professors he had who are still at the sehool.
When Puller challenged Paul Trible for a
seat in Congress, Dean Sullivan wrote his
first campaign speech and he says he
always appreciated Sullivan's "introducing me to the important people during the
campaign."
He recalls that Dean Williamson was
not easy to like at first because "he affects
a very arrogant exterior, but he's really a
pussycat inside." Wondering whether
Libel Night was still a law school tradition, Puller remembers that Prof. Collins
"attended regularly, and enjoyed the parodies the students made of his "distinctive
mannerisms."
Finally, Puller considered the impact
the Persian Gl).lf War has had upon Vietnam veterans. "It was difficult for a lot of
us to see the hoopla and the parades because there was literally nothing forus. In
relative terms there was an awful lot more
sacrifice and hardship in Vietnam."
Fortunate Son has helped to exorcise
the demons of Lewis Puller's past, and
has played a role in helping him overcome .
his physical and mental struggles. It has
also created a record of one of the most
interesting lives of his generation.
"The book is my parade," Puller says.
"It just came twenty years late."
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
• PHI DELTA PHI: Informational meeting for all students interested in joining; 12:30
~
-1:00 in Room 124.
• LAW STUDENTS INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNITY: LSIC is an umbrella
organization for law students interested in volunteering in community groups such as
the Peninsula AIDS Foundation, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Court Appointed Special
Advocates, the Adult Skills Program, Housing Partnership, the Elderlaw Project, the
SPCA and Student for a Pro Bono Requirement. The fust meeting of the year will be
held at 3:30 in Room 127. Elections will be held for officers for the 1991-92 school
year.
• BLACK LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: The Black Law Students Association
invites all interested law students to attend its first meeting of the year at 4:00 in Room
G-5. The BLSA chapter of William and Mary is part of a national organization whose
primary goal is to articulate and promote the professional needs and goals of Black law
students.
WEDNESDA Y,SEPTEMBER 4
• CO-ED ULTIMATE FRISBEE: Barksdale Field at 6:00. For details call 565-1046.
• AMICUS CURIAE: Come see what's going on with the independent student newspaper rated #1 by the American Bar Association. Our first organizational meeting of
the year will beat 7:00 in Room 239. Get a story assignment, or just hang out and ponder
what the·ABA could possibly have been thinking about at the time!
• LAW PARTNERS: "Just Desserts" Party, 7:30 at the Beyer's. For more info call
Stephanie Beyer (564-3020) or Tara Hurt (229-8911).
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• DOCTORAL CANDIDATE: Oral exam for Ph.D., David A. Garren, Small Physical
Lab, 1 p.m.
• MUSCARELLE MUSEUM OF ART: ANSEL ADAMS a talk by Andrea G.
Stillman, editor of the recently-published definitive volume on Ansel Adams, MuscarelleMuseum, 3 p.m. Films: Photography as an Art and Ansel Adams4:00 p.m., free
admission. Welcome Back Reception: For all William and Mary faculty , staff and
students. Muscarelle Museum, 5:30 -7:30p.m.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
• INTERNATIONAL LAW SOCIETY: International Beer Party at Lake Matoaka
from 1:00 to 4:00p.m. Bring a six pack of your favorite international beer. Soda and
snacks will be provided.
•MUSCARELLE MUSEUM OF ART: ANSEL ADAMS a talk by Andrea G.
Stillman, editor of the recently-published definitive volume on Ansel Adams, MuscarelleMuseum, 3 p.m. Films: Photography as an Art andAnselAdams4:00p.m., free
admission.
MONDAY , SEPTEMBER 9
• OCPP: On-Campus resume submission deadline: 11:00 p.m.
Registration Deadline for Southeastern Law Placement Consortium and
Public Interest Law Job Fair
• MUSCARELLE MUSEUM OF ART: Films: Photography as an Art and Ansel
Adams 4:00p.m ., free admission.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
• LAW PARTNERS: First business meeting of the year, 7:30p.m. at the Hurt's.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
• OCPP: First Group Mailing submission deadline: 11:00 p.m.
• PUBLIC SERVICE FUND: PSF will hold its first organizational meeting TODAY
at 2:30 in Room 127. ALL students interested in helping PSF in any capacity are
encouraged to attend. Help is needed with publicity, decorations, ticket sales, beer
pouring and general set-up for fundraisers such as Casino Night, the Bahamas Blast
Suitcase Party, Dinner Date Auction, Pledge Drive and the Gift Shop. Last year PSF
helped fund 22 students working in public interest jobs over the summer. Help us
replenish those funds, so that more students can work in public interest areas during the
summer of '92\
• PHI DELTA PHI: First meeting of the year for returning members will be heldat5:00
in Room 119.
• ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY: First meeting of the year will be held at 5:30
in Room 124.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
• OCPP: Interview Tips: Room 119 at 4:00 p.m.
Deadline for submitting 3 copies of your resume for OCPP files.
Group Mailing resume submission deadline.
• PHI DELTA PHI: Rush party at Berret's, 9:00p.m. to midnight.
• TOWN & GOWN LUNCHEON: Speaker: Laura Dillard, former press secretary for
Governor L. Douglas Wilder; Campus Center ballroom, 12:15 p.m. (Town and Gown
luncheons are held weekly throughout the school year. There is a fee $6. Reservations
are necessary and may be made by calling 221 -2640 by Monday of the luncheon week.)
• COLLEGEWIDE FACULTY MEETING: Millington Hall, 3:30p.m.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 6
• ADMINISTRATIVE LAW REVIEW: Applications for membership due to Gloria
Todd by 4 :00p.m.
• BUSHRODTOURNAMENT: A mandatory meeting for all participants in this year's
tournament will be held at 2:00 in Room 119. Rules and the problem for the
competition will be distributed.
• LAKE MATOAKA PARTY: Sponsored by PDP. Come hear the law school's only
band (at least for now) IN DISPUTE 8:00 - ?

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
• MUSCARELLE MUSEUM OF ART: Photography demonstration by Fred Miller,
director of Whitehall Gallery. Film: Photographers of the American Frontier, 4 p.m .
Free admission.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
• FOOTBALL: WilliamandMaryTribe vs. U. Delaware,ZablcStadium, I :OOp.m. For
ticket information call221-3344.

HSINGLING
Thursday and Friday Lunch Buffet
11 :30 to 2p.m.

$4.95
FREE DELIVERY
($10.00 minimum order)

RESTAURANT- RAW BAR
CLI\MS • OYSTERS • C:R.·\BS
CHOWDERS • SANDWICHES • .- \I'I'ETIZERS

Limited Delivery Area
Monday-Sunday
4:30p.m. to Close
Open daily for Lunch & Dinner

FINFISH • SHEI.LFISH • STL\MED & BROILED

253-1847
199 SOUTH BOUNDARY ST. MERCHANT'S SQUARE
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA
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Cinema review

Silence of the Lambs
By NATALIE GUTTERMAN
This thriller, based on the novel of the
same name by lbomas Harris, is an unique
and bizarre story of cops and criminals.
Jodie Foster plays Clarice Starling, a
rookie FBI agent on her first big assignment-to interview the famous serial
murderer Dr. "Hannibal the Cannibal"
Lechter, portrayed a little too convincingly by Anthony Hopkins. Starling's
mission is to obtain information from
Lechter which will assist the Bureau in
catching "Buffalo Bill," another serial
murderer nicked-named for his propensity to skin his victims.
From their first encounter, a strange
symbiotic relationship forms between
Starling and Lechter. She needs him to
crack her first big case, and he needs her
to satisfy all sorts of bizarre desires.
Through a series of mind-games, the two
character develop a mutual respect and
an appreciation of the intellectual cha llenges each sets for the other. Once
Starling and Lechter prove themselves to
each other and mutual trust is established,
each character helps the other achieve his/
her individual goal - Starling is given
the pieces of the puzzle she needs to
discover the identity of "Buffalo Bill,"
and Lechter is given the opportunity to
"associate" with other people again.
The most disturbing part of watching
this relationship grow is the realization
that instead of being repulsed by Lechter,

you are yourself being drawn in and seduced by this sadistic murderer and cannibal. You fmd yourself identifying with
Starling and asking yourself how many
times you have fallen into playing mindgames and just how far you are willing to
go to get what you want.
The only disappointment in this film is
the lack of focus on "Buffalo Bill." The
viewer is never really made aware of
exactly how or why he is committing
these murders. We are given only a
glimpse into the psyche of someone who
has serious potential of being a deep and
compelling character.
This film gained significant notoriety
in early August when Jeffrey Dahmer had
his refrigerator raided in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Although there are some
parallels between the real-life Dahmer
and the fictional Lechter, much to the
disappointment of the news media,
Dahmer's was not a copycat crime. He
began committing his acts of horror long
before Thomas Harris penned Silence. of
the Lambs, so the movie cannot be blamed
for conveying ideas to Dahmer. This
parallel to a real event lends even more
power to an already gripping story, for it
brings home the realization that people
like Lechter are present in our society.
Silence of the Lambs is playing at the
Williamsburg Crossing Cinema nightly
at9:35. The movie has a gore factor of7
on a scale of 1-10.

•

.•

Greg Brummett

D•ckenstan tenements? No, merely the continuation of work on the new graduate student dorms.

FILM DEVELOPING
Second set of prints

Williamsburg Crossing Movies

FREE

Route 5 & 199
Begin the School Year right! Present this ad
and your school I. D. at our box office and
receive $1.00 off admission price after 6 p.m.

EVERY WEDNESDAY

(Not good with any other offer.)

Ask for ~~Local Lab" and get
Second Set Free along with
Low Prices -when brought.
in on Wednesday.

Movieline: 253-2299
This Week's Special Feature:
The Silence of the Lambs
From Classic Cameos to Airplanes and Lizards
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Having it all

Sinozich balances law study and poetic endeavors
By JENNY CLICK
Third year student Paula Sinozich will
read from original works of her poetry on
Wednesday, September 25 at the Arlington Creative Arts Center in Northern
Virginia. She composed many of the
selections for the reading over the course
of her second year hereatMarshall-Wythe,
and submitted the manuscript for consideration last spring during finals.
Although this is the third time Paula
has been invited to read her works publicly, it will be her first reading since she
began studying law two years ago.
"I was really glad to learn that I can
divide the two aspects of myself," said
Paula, who holds a Master of Fine Arts
degree in Creative Writing. "My life had
been focused toward a career in writing
for years, but when I decided to go into
law, I thought I'd never have the time to
write again. I almost started to consider it
a 'goal of my youth."'
Paula did not work on her poetry as a
1L, although she gave serious thought to
attending a writer's colony if unable to
fmd a job during the summer after first
year here. When second year b gan and
she was more comfortable as a law student, she fe\tshe had thetimeto"\oosethe
muse in myself and let her take over occasionally."
"Now I do a lot of writing during finals," she said. "It helps me to get away
from the pressure and intense study, so
\hat when 1 return to the \aw books, Tm
more able to concentrate."
Paula said that in contrast to her fears
upon entering law school that her art would
become a part of her past, she has been

gratified to learn that many people in
demanding professions still fmd time to
pursue artistic endeavors.
She cited
William Carlos Williams - a poet and
physician who has been known to compose works between treating patientsand Professor Rodney Smolla - who
recently wrote a play about the Fa/well v.
Flynt litigation - as examples that encouraged her to pursue her poetry while
studying law.
Her writing endeavors are listed on her
resume, and Paula said they often provide
a basis for conversation in job interviews.
She recalled one interviewer who, upon
learning that she is also a poet, said: "Oh,
how interesting. We have another person
in our firm who is a poet. Of course, she's
not an attorney." Paula ultimately received both a call-back and an offer from
the firm.
A native of West Virginia, Paula said
that although many of her poems draw on
Appalachian themes, she prefers not to be
classified as an "Appalachian writer" or a
"Women's writer." "To me, that's not
what literature is about," she said. "It's
about humanity and the universality of
experience. I do use a IGt of themes about
man 's struggle against nature, but I don't
have any agenda that I'm promoting."
AI though she is excited at the prospect
of conducting a reading of her works
again, Paula has no plans 10 abandon lhe
law to devote herself full-time to writing.
"There are no monetary rewards connected with a reading like this," she said,
"it's simply something you do out of love
for your art."
Still, she is happy to have the opportu-

nity to share her poetry with others at the
reading. "It's good to know I still have
this ability," she said. "It balances me and
gives me a sense of self, which is something I think is easy to loose in this profession, where we are always representing
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others. With my writing, I get to be a prose litigant."
Students and faculty members interested in attending the reading on September 25 th should drop a note in Paula 's
hanging file for directions to the Arlington Creative Arts Center.
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Mychal's myopia

Baseball's out, football's in, and Kerrigan wins the Koch award
By MYCHAL SCHULZ
Well, folks, welcome back to the wild ,
wonderful world of 1arshall-Wythe. So
much has happened in the world of sports
that I'll waste no time in getting started.
And what better way to start than with our
national past-time. Making news recently
was a claim by a Chinese scholar that the
Chinese were the actual inventors of the
game of baseball. Frankl y, anyone watching the Little League World Championship would have to agree. Once again , the
United States team , as usual from California, got rocked, 13-0. If this embarrassment continues, the United States Olympic Committee may step in and declare
that from now on, we' ll be sending only
professional players to international Little
League competition .

*** *****************
When, oh when, will this baseball
season come to a merciful close? Actuall y, this sea on is more interesting because of who is not in the pennant race
rather than who is contending. Few team s
have performed a more graceful swan
dive than the New York Met . Gee, I'm
upset. The Oakland A 's have quietly
disappeared. Any team that features Jose
" Madonna? We' re just friends." Canseco
and prima donna cxtraordinairc Ricky

Henderson and can still disappear is a
special team. Cincinnati couldn ' t stand
the prosperity of winning the World Series. Or did their luck run out when that
stupid dog d.ied? And how about those
Cubbies? I can hardly wait for an AtlantaPittsburgh league championship series. It
sounds only a little more appetizing than
a Minnesota-Toronto/Detroit series.
Thank goodness football is here.

national basketball competition, again.
You have to wonder about the solution to
such national disasters as that proposed
by the powers that be in American basketball. Send the pros? Kind of like sending
the United States Army to invade Grenada. Oops, I guess that is the American
solution. Of course, one look from Charles Barkley and it's doubtfulthat Uruguay
or the Ivory Coast will take the court.

*** * * * * ******* * *****

************ * *******

Football is here! ACC fans got a taste
of real football when national champion
(with an asterisk) Georgia Tech was obliterated by Penn State. Tony Sacca for the
Heisman? Please. Our own Rick Carlson
has a bclter chance, provided his teammates don ' tget kicked out of the intramural league again. And how about BYU
and Florida State? Even Steve Schofield
looks swift compared to the B YU receivers in the Pigskin Classic (a misnomer).
What a difference a year makes. By the
way, once again the college football season started too early. College football is
not meant to be played in the month of
August.. Period.

Rumors have been flying around the
law school that need to be addressed.
First, there is no truth to the rumor that
Professor Alces sprained his ankle on the
rim at the Rec Center imitating the old
David Thompson get-the-dollar-off-thetop-of-the-backboard trick. But there is
some truth that he was injured while attempting to engage in an athletic endeavor.
Second, intensive investigation has revealed no irregularities in the law school's
past recruitment of student-athletes with
marginal academic abilities. Concern
centered on Vic Warren , but a brief look
at him on the basketball court convinced
investigators that he was not an "athlete"
within any known meaning of the word.
Third, Marshall's Marauders, the defending intramural softball champions, did
not make a record and video this past

* ************* * *****
From the You-may-have-missed-it-ifyou-were-asleep-this-summer Department. The United State lost in the inter-
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Check out our New Facility!

3 Workout Rooms
• Jacuzzi & Sauna on site
• Complete Aerobic Program (Step Aqu a, Lite, EZ,
High Impact)
• Free Weights I Weight Machines
• New Circuit Training Class: A 30 Minute Work
out on Hydraulic Weight Machines
• Child Care
• Expanded Locker Facilities

Student Semester Special $119

summer. Christian Connell, however, did
sing the blues when he found out that
giving Linda an engagement ring means
that he really does have to marry her.

**** * ****************
A special welcome back to the law
school's top athlete, Laura Kerrigan , fresh
from a year spent training in Colorado
Springs with the American National Team
for team handball. Laura gets the inaugural Professor Charles Koch Award, given
bi-weekly to an individual who may actually have athletic talent, but you'd never
know by looking at them . Nominations
for this award may be dropped into this
writer's hanging file, with a description of
the individual's accomplishments, if any.

** ** *********** **** *
Finally, everyone is encouraged to
represent our beloved school in W &M ' s
intramural programs. The Rec Department sponsors myriad events throughout
the school year. Law school teams that
have won championships include .. .well ,
it's fun just to compete. Nobody expects
us to win anyway. We study too hard .
Right first-years? Stop by the Rec Center
or call Joe Tighe at the Center for information. Or, talk to Bobby Carll, theSBA
Athletic Director, whatever the hell that
is. Until next time, peace.

European Common
Market & Bakery

If our products were any better
they would be illegal.

220-0556
4854-17 Longhill Road •Williamsburg • 220-9596
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Law school Judo club teachesleverage and balance
By CLAUDIA DelGROSS
Haye you been tossing around ideas
about how to get a solid physical workout
and relieve law school stress? Then consider tossing around other students. The
William and Mary Judo Club begins its
fall schedule this Wednesday, September
4 at 7:00p.m. in the wrestling room of
William and Mary Hall.
Judo is a martial art developed in Japan
which is based upon two fundamental
principles: to make the most efficient use
of force, and to act for the mutual benefit
and well-being of yourself and your opponent. Unlike karate, kung fu, and taikwon-do, which emphasize punching and
kicking, judo emphasizes throwing and
joint locks. The art employs methods
such as hip throws, in which your opponent is thrown over your hip, foot tech-

niques, in which you sweep or trip your
opponent with your foot, hand techniques,
which involve use of your upper body
momentum to toss your opponent, and
sacrifice techniques, in which you use a
fall of your own to throw.
Despite the sophistication of the art of
judo, no experience or physical preconditioning is necessary to join and workout
with the judo club. Because it works on
principles of leverage and balance, rather
than strength, judo is equally well practiced by women and men. Women may be
especially interested in the application of
judo techniques for self-defense.
The judo club is not competitively
oriented. However there is some free
sparring for interested members. The
weekly Wednesday evening workouts last
for two hours and begin promptly at 7:00.

Intramural athletic
opportunities abound
By STEVE SCHOFIELD
Opportunities should never be wasted because of a lack of information. However,
in recent years the availability of intramural sports information for law students has
been, well, virtually imaginary. Like, in the world of the surreal. Many law students
are not aware of the rich and varied sports program here at William and Mary. Here
is a schedule of activities slated for Fall1991:

Activity
Tennis
Putt Putt
Volleyball
Racquetball
F1ag Football
Indoor Soccer
3x3 Basketball
Weightlifting
Table Tennis

Entries open
Sept. 4
Aug. 28
Sept. 4
Sept. 25
Oct 2
Oct 16
Oct. 16
Oct.30
Nov.6

Entries close
Sept. 11
Sept. 5
· Sept. 5
Oct 2
Oct 3
Oct. 17
Oct. 23
Nov.6
Nov. 13

Captain's Meeting

Sept. 9, 5 p.m.
Oct. 7, 5 p.m.
Oct 21,5 p.m.

Play begins
Sept. 15-16
Sept. 6
Sept. 12
Oct 5
Oct. 20
Oct 24
Oct 27
Nov. 7
Nov. 17-18

The Sports Department is also hiring students to work as officials for the Fall1991/
Spring 1992 Intramural Sports Program. Previous officiating experience is not
required. Anyone interested in participating should contact Recreational Sports at the
Student Recreation Center or call221-3310. Students may also contact Bobby Carll
(3L), SBA Intramural Sports Representative. Everyone is strongly encouraged to
participate.

Workouts commence with warm-up exercises and then proceed on to lessons.
Each student works at his or her own pace.
Plan to wear loose clothing in which you
would be comfortable falling.
Dues for the semester will be no more
than SlO.OO and students also need to
purchase a judo uniform, or gi, which
costs approximately thirty dollars. Students who think they may be interested in

Legal Job Services.
We Help You Put Your Best
Resume Forward.

Plan A: Identification of 50 firms
Cost: $185.00
Plan B: Identification of 100 firms
Cost: $275.00
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CO-ED ·SHAPING & FIRMING • BODY BUILDING
POWER LIFTING • DAILY WORKOUTS
TANNING BED • JACUZZI• SWIMMING POOL
SAUNA • VITAMINS • SUPPLEMENTS

1228 RICHMOND .ROAD
WiLLIAMSBURG, VA 23185
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FISCAL FIA~CO, from page 1
lonial Williamsburg]," said Brooks. -"At
first, I thought it was a mistake. But then
I called CW, and they said there was no
mistake," that it was the third bill sent, and
that "nothing had been paid on the$6,000."
Afterdiscoveringthedebtinearly May,
BrooksandcurrentSBA Treasurer Stephanie Can gin looked over the financial books.
According to Cangin, "there was no record of a S6,000 debt."Brooks and Cangin
say that Tucker never notified them ofany
large outstanding obligations before he
left office. Cangin also said that some of
the bank statements for the spring of 1991
were not included in the records she received from Tucker.
Tucker, who graduated in May,said, "I
turned over everything I had."
"I am not accusing Da e Tucker of
anything at all ," said Brooks. "I just wish
we had been made aware of tl)e $6,000
debt" before the end of the school year.
"We had S1800, and we continued to
make appropriations to various student
groups." Brooks, who was a second-year
representative in 1990-91, said the$ 1800,
part of the SBA contingency fund , could
have been used to retire a substantial
portion of the debt.

IMPOVERISHED, from p.l

Galloway, an ideological debate
over the enrichment requirement
has persisted for many years.
Some faculty members arc
opposed to the idea of requiring
students to take a course in which

The debt owed to Colonial Wil- tight budget is the reason why the Lake
liamsburg (CW) is from the Barrister's Matoaka fest, an annual beginning-ofBall, the annual spring formal hosted by school party, was canceled, said Brooks.
theSBA. The Williamsburg Lodge, owned He said "the three most important events
by CW, was the location of last year's of the year will be unaffected," including
Ball. SBA spent $12,000 on Barrister's Fall from Grace (the fall dance), Barrislast year, a typical amount in comparison ter's Ball, and graduation festivities.
to past years, said Brooks. According to
Brooks also said that after he assured
Brooks, CW informed him that S2,000 of CW of prompt payment, a spokesperson
the $12,000cost was paid on February20; expressed willingness to host future law
$4,000 was paid on April4.
school events.
Thatstillleaves$6,000,accruinginterSBArepresentativesdiscussedseveral
est at an annual rate of 18%. More than fund raising ideas at the meeting last
S600ininterestisnowowed,saidBrooks. Wednesday, including a takeoff on the
Brooks said organizers of Barrister's told "Love Connection." Brooks said later he
hirn that "cash receipts from the dance hopes to have various student groups take
should have covered 80% of the costs." turns hosting the Grad Thing (the weekly
SBA charged students $40 per couple for graduate student happy hour) to allow
the party.
them the opportunity "to make the money
When asked if the organizers of the they won't be receiving from SBA."
dance turned over the cash receipts to
Galloway predicted that the auditors
him, Tucker said, "I believe so; I don't willsuggestvariousaccountingsafeguards
know." He said that if he did receive the to prevent future confusion over student
money, he deposited everything in the government funds. When asked if the
SBA account
administration will impose its own reThe $6,000 debt is equal to 65% oflhis quirements on appropriations, she said
year's SBA budgeL Brooks expects to she "has confidence in Richard Brooks
rcceive$9,200 from student fees this year. and Stephanie Cangin. I believe they
"I hope the debt will be paid off within the want to run a tighter ship. I believe we can
ncxt five weeks," he said. "We will have work together. I know they want to move
to make cuts, and things will be tight," forward."
Brooks told SBA representatives. The
Brooks said he "welcomes additional

they may have no interest just to
meet the requirement. Rosenberg said that while the requirement may have served a purpose
when it was first instittJ!ed, the
student body at Marshall-Wythe
is now sufficiently diverse to
guard against the narrow focus
that the requirement was designed to coun ter.

Professor John Levy said there
was also concern that some of
the courses '!Vere being degraded
by the attendance of students who
lacked a genuine interest in the
subject matter. According to
Levy, students who are honestly
interested in the subject matter
of the class may be distracted
when surrounded by those who

accounting procedures, such as requiring
extrasignaturesforwithdrawaloffunds."
He said he will insist on biweekly reports
from the treasurer. Brooks said amending
the SBA constitution to hold the trcasurer's office more accountable was an
option, but observed that such an amendment would not take effect until the fall of
1992.
"The source of the problem was that
people operated independently," said
Galloway. The SBA treasurer is an autonomous office, elected separately, and
solely responsible for all finances, according to the SBA Constitution. Officers and representatives have little direct
control over the treasurer beyond the
power to impeach.
In February, 1991, SBA reprcscntatives passed a resolution demanding that
Tuckerpostthebudgetafterstudentgroups
waited five months to know how much
money they would receive for the year.
Tucker complied with that resolution, but
only attended two SBA meetings during
spring semester, according to SBA minutes.
Galloway said the law school "will
take appropriate action" if the audit reveals more than poor accounting practices. "I believe in my heart that it was just
poor bookkeeping," said Brooks.

are not.
Rosenberg said that Sullivan
asked the curriculum committee
to look into the situation before
classes began this fall. "Our basic
feeling was that the faculty
members were split, and we
thought it would be better to
throw the matter open for discussion and a vote by whole fac-

ulty," said Rosenberg. In the
meeting, members on both sides
of the issue had an opportunity to
present the arguments supporting their positions.
"There was some dissension
among the faculty," Rosenberg
said, "but this was not a dramatic
vote - it was neither a cliffhanger nor a landslide."

10% Discount on all food orders with college I.D.!

Bassett's Restaurant
207 Bypass Road • 229-3614
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• Open 11:30 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
every day
• Kitchen open late
• Fresh, local seafood ...
l/i1 • Grilled steaks ...
r4~ • Delicious sandwiches . . .
~_004-~iit~!1ti~ Daily lunch and dinner specials

